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Twenty-one years of age, and new

Makethe most of yourself, for » voyage Capt. Howard Anderson and ly graduated from the Leland Powers
that Is all therels of
you. — —
Emerson
— crew of the Alice May landed a School of the Theatre, Ruth Evelyn

speaker last night at the dinner —
which featured the opening day of j •••
I *
the annual convention of thc 41st I __________
■
-------------=
district of Lions Clubs in the Rangeley | district governor. A memorial service
Lake Hotel.
was conducted by Walter Hawkins,
Officers will be elected today. president of the Bridgton club.
A sports program was conducted In
Prank A. Tirrell of Rockland and
; thc afternoon and Edmund Langley
Oeorge W Dyer of Cainden are can
of Waterville, past district governor,
didates for district governor.
presided at the dinner meeting last
Greetings were extended by Joseph night. Members from Rhode Island
C. Randlette of Richmond chairman explained plans for the International
of the convention. The response was Convention be be held this year la
by Oeorge E. Beal of South Portlind. I Providence.

Republican
Get- Together
MONDAY, JUNE 29
1.00 TO 5.00 P. M.

On tbe premises of E. Stewart Orbeton,
West Rockport

A chance to hear and shake bands with
U. S. Senator Wallace H. White, Jr.
Lewis O. Barrows, Candidate for Governor
Clyde H. Smith, Candidate for Congress
Arthur Sewall, State Chairman
Frank J. Ham, Treas. Rep. State Committee
And the Knox County Candidates
REFRESHMENTS!

MUSIC!

Barter of Tenant's Harbor finds her
self immediately plaoed In profes
sional ranks at Lakewood Theatre,
near Skowhegan. Her career in the

TO HOLD CITIZENS’ MEETING

THE SIEGE OF LONDONDERRY

IF RAINY THE MEETING WILL BE POSTPONED TO A
LATER DATE

And Something About the Scotch-Irish Who
Settled In Knox County

TUTORING
In French, Spanish, Latin and German
RICHARD I. THOMAS, M. A.
ROCKPORT. MAINE

The Fuller-Cobb Inc., department i interior decorating end of the busiYesterday morning at the meeting I at all times seek to attract the right
of the New England Council at 1 kind of people and give them the store was sold yesterday to Oeorge ness will not be taken over by Mr.
The Samoset Hotel, A. L T. Cum-| right kind of co-operation and sup- R. Porter of Manchester. N. H., head Porter. These interests have been
mings of Portland conducted a ses- port when they come. He was most of the chain of Porter departmentsold to Albert S. Peterson, former
sion on "Public Expenditures and gracious in his description of the stores, who plans to operate the local j head of the Fuller-Cobb corporation,
Taxation in Maine." The serious- j beauties of Penobscot Bay and the store as a unit ln hls group.
j who will operate these lines lndeThe store will be closed tonight pendently.
ness of the need for action on thc hospitality of Maine people. He preThough reticent about future plans,
Maine tax situation was developed by dieted a great future for this region preparatory to a complete liquidation
many speakers and plans were made and advised the communities to sale in which the present stock will j Mr. Porter did drop some interesting
for a statewide taxpayers' movement seek more industries and more tour be disposed of ln its entirety. The bits of information. The remodelled
property will then be completely re- | store will bear small resemblance to
tc control the situation. It was sug ists with greater activity.
Rather
The delegates began arriving modelled along metropolitan lines(the present Institution.
gested that the Maine situation is be
coming most critical and that ways Thursday night and about 140 had and reopened as a full-fledged unit, it will follow the arcade shop
and means must be found to lift the registered this morning. Today's in the progressive Porter chain of de- motif which is so successful ln the
| larger centers. Many new depart
burden from many hard pressed in sessions include the State Council partment stores.
ure purchase Is made from the ments will be added ln accord with
meetings, a panel discussion of the
dustries and holdlhgs.
The group voted to hold a second "Current Accomplishments in Typi trustees who have been operating. Mr. Porter's system, and naturally
meeting in the fall at Augusta. cal New England Industries and an the plant for the past few months' other departments will be dropped,
Speakers discussed the taxation bur address on “Tlie Outlook" by James and it Is welcome news to Rockland ' Local employes will be used in the
den on real estate and a possible H. Bancroft, president of the Ameri that the big store ls not to be closed, store according to Mr. Porter's cusbroadening of the tax base and can Institute of Finance of Boston. The upholstering, floor covering and , tom.
agreed that more could be accom Tills talk will be followed by a dis
plished by united effort than by in cussion and then adjournment.
Guy E. Torrey, Maine member of
dividual organizations working sepa
the Executive Committee greeted the
rately.
A feature of the meeting was the visitors to this State and with the
In order that there may be an in
A Citizens meeting will be held
declaration by three women delegates management of the Samoset and Its Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock ln the telligent expression of citizens at the
that they would willingly pay poll employes acted as official host. He
Plrst Baptist Church. All persons in polls on the questions, Shall we have
taxes and expressed surprise that Invited the folks to come again and
a State Liquor Store in our city?;
terested in the welfare of the city and
shall hotels and restaurants be
Have you secured your summer Ruth Barter of SL George, who begin, members of their sex were exempted to stay over the weekend. He waa
given a vote of thanks on behalf of Its people are Invited. The purpose lioensed to sell wines and spirits?;
from such taxes.
coat? We have them in full supply
stage career auspiciously
I John S. Lawrence of Boston, flrst the Council for the splendid hospi of this meeting ls to discuss ways and shall licenses be granted ln this
and fine assortment, white and pastel
and means for conducting a cam- city for sale of beer and malt
' president of the Council spoke on tality.
shades. Lucien K Oreen. 16 School
school has been a brilliant one and I the Council's work in affecting tax
• • • •
paign to Interest and inform the elec- liquors?' a campaign of education ls
street, Rockland—adv.
her achievements are well set off by relief for industry in Massachusetts
Col William A. Barron of Craw torate concerning the referendum on i necessary.
her personal charms and vivacious and of the splendid benefits ford Notch. N. H. who has attended Local Option, which will be voted To this end co-operative action is
manner.
every Council meeting since it was upon at the September election.
I asked of all church members. W. C.
I achieved from this project.
Miss Barter is a daughter of Mr.
Many persons do not know they T. U. members. Grangers, service
Vermont was chosen for the 44th formed except this one was sent a
and Mrs Earl H Barter and was born quarterly meeting for Sept 18 and telegram and flowers by the gather are to have a chance to vote on the clubs. Educational Clubs, Parentln Lynn. Mass., where at one time her 19. President Winthrop L. Carter ing. He was unable to attend on ac liquor question in September, and be Teacher and all decent minded and
father was a professional baseball of Naihua N „ preslded and pres count of illness.
cause of the legal phrasing ln the thoughtful persons
Officers and
TONIGHT
player. She graduated from St. I ent from the six States were: Maine. ■ The Maine situation was discussed (leferendum many people will pot representative members of these or
Oeorge High School in 1933. She was Guy E. Torrey. New Hampshire. John by the Maine Council at this morn understand Just what they are voting ganizations are requested to attend
ERNIE GEORGE
the only student from that school1 L. Austin and Richard Sulloway ing's breaklast. A prosperous tourist for. so will leave their ballots in the the citizens meeting Sunday after
and his
who ever entered the reading con- Maine. John L. Baxter. Vermont, season was predicted aond matters booths unmarked.
ROYAL ARCADIANS
| noon.
tests conducted by the University of, Howard c
Massachusetti John were discussed pertaining to the in
Maine, and It was prophetic of her s u^ce. Rhode Lsland. ptnuip dustrial and recreational problems of
THURSDAY, JULY 2
,
later
success that she won honors for c Wentworth and Ray H Trott. and the 3tate The Maine delegation was
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
I that school
Connecticut, Lester E. Shippee and made up of [2 of the more Prominent
men of the State.
JIMMY GALLAGHER
She studied one year at Farmington | Willard S Rogers.
The variety of entertainment
Normal School, but did not feel the i
• . • .
(in person I
urge for a teaching career. During ' The industrial committee meeting offered by the Hotel was praised by
With His Famous
her High School career she had devoted Its morning session to a re the visitors. Oolf. swimming, riding,
TEN PIECE DANCE BAND
studied dramatics with Adelyn Bush- view of employer-employe relations dancing, motoring and other sports
nell at Thomaston, and displayed such I in New England industry with an I were enjoyed. Special trips were
FREE PARKING
77‘lt
closed it in the face of the King's
marked talent that she was advised emphasis upon the need for lntelli- j taken to the various points of inter- Editor of The Courier-Gazette: by her instructor to take a course at gent, fair management Customer I est and Rockland will receive much
Last summer my husband and I (James II) officers and let down the
the Leland Powers School. Complet- research was discussed and executives [ <ood word of mouth advertising fronj
portcullis. Stirred by the eloquence of
were strolling up the hill ln Rock
ing a three-year course tn two. she from important industrial establish- j the elated delegates.
an aged clergyman. Oeorge Walker,
ville. As wc rounded the curv^ above
who with hls parishioners had taken
graduated with high honors, holding ments in the six states, reported on
------------------the former Benton Keene place we refuge ln Londonderry, thf whole
the highest rank for staging and di- specific mills and factories in their
— — ———
Thursday, July 2
were greeted by a stranger who said crowded city was moved by one Im
recting.
states which have profited by such
ROOSEVELT RENOMINATED
I
—
St. George Grange Hall
Less than two weeks after her grad- research.
'Good morning. My name Is Mc pulse. Soldiers, gentlemen, yeomen,
5.30 to 7.00 o’clock
Franklin D. Roosevelt was re
uation she was given a chance by the I Unanimous criticism of the policies
Namee an Irishman.” In the same artisans, rushed to the walls and
Admission 15c and 25c
nominated for President of the
manned the guns. The number of
Lakewood Players in "Little Jessie of the “New Deal" In administering
vein my husband responded,
Entertainment in evening, featur
United States at the Democratic
men capable of bearing arms within
James" which Is to be the attrac- unemployment relief and charges of
ing Charles Lundell of New York.
ard. English." Not to be outdone I
National
Convention
in
Phila

the walls was 7.000 and the whole
|
tion
there
next
week.
"using
the
misfortunes
of
millions
ol
J
Admission 10c and 20c
chimed ln "Lermond. 4}cotch-Irlsh",
delphia early this morning.
world could not have furnished 7.000
Auspices Ladies' Aid
77-78
Executive ability and talent as an people as a political football" were
Quick as a flash came back the re-;
! actress do not always go hand in made by the principal speakers on , Secondary speeches were made
men better qualified to meet a ter
tort, “?h. ho! so you are a do »?«••- |
rible emergency with clear judg
' hand, but Miss Barter possesses both ' The Relief Problem" at the after- 1 from all of the States, and the
decker!" Then our genial newfound 1
as seen ln the successful manner In noon session. Taxation and flood re- ' nomination was made by ac
ment, dauntless valor, and stubborn
friend proceeded to telll me how .he |
clamation.
Chairman
Robinson
patience. They were all zealous
which
she
has
managed
her
attraclief
were
other
important
measures
The only exclusive Fireworks
•'double-deckers'' got their upper
cut short the demonstration,
Store in Rorkland. with the largrst
live Lobster Shoppe at Tenant's discussed, but the problem of relief
protestants and thc protestantlsm of
deck. It seems that hls remote an
and tr.jef complete llne of Fire
and thr ronvrntion adjourned to
Harbor.
I was the outstanding subject.
the majority was tinged with Puri
cestors. out plundering and pillaging,
works in Eastern Maine.
10 a. m. today.
____________________ | The problem of whether or not re- !
tanism.
Main SL. Opp. Rorkland Hotel
prom fed to desist If my remotj <u- j
lief should be administered through J
cestorr would pomlse that all loxre
JAMES DONDIS
governmental or local agencies was ,
"During the siege preaching and
77’lt
BIG ELM TEA ROOM
queens of Scotland should be of IrUh 1
discussed
by
Samuel
S
Kenworthy,
'
praying
occupied a large part of
ELECTED
OFFICERS
TENANTS HARBOR
blood.
every day. During one attack the
Is r.ow serving Lobster Stew. executive secretary of'the New Jer
Now. most historians do not agree
Chowders, Salads. Sandwiches and sey League of Municipalities. Arthur Arthur L. Orne New Presi
elonlsts were drawn up on the walls
at all with Mr. McNamee. It Is the
llome-Madr lees. Try our llot O. Rotch. former State Director of
ln three ranks, those behind loading
dent
Of
Rotary
Club
—
general consensus of ocinlon ibat
Chicken Sandwich with Gravy and the CWA. ERA and WPA in Massa
the muskets of those ln front. The
Coffee for 25 rente. No regular
the “Scotch-Irish" are not a mixed
Some Punctual Members
chusetts and James Langley, chair
women were seen amidst the thickest
dlnmrs. Telephone 6-2.
race that the term "Scotch-Irish” ls
man of the New Hampshire Planning
fire, serving out water and ammuni
CAMDEN. ME.
Rockland Rotarians swapped horses used to designate those Scots who
and Development Commission En
tion to their husbands and brothers.
We are serving Sizzling Steak Plat
lightening figures were shown, both in mid-stream at their luncheon in colonized the northern part of Ire
"Since the besieged could not be
ter, Sea-food Plate, Shore and Lob
pro and con. and a discussion was The Thorndike yesterday noon. land. Indeed, some sticklers for dislodged by bombardment or per
ster Dinners, Chicken, Weber
You'll be delighted with
held wtth representatives of each Leastwise they elected officers at exact nomenclature Insist that sonal encounter, the enemy decided
our Permanente. Five
Duck, Turkey. Salmon. Fried
state
council speaking favored munl- mid-year, and for the next 12 months "Ulster Scot" ls the only proper to starve them into submission. The
modrrn methods.
Clams, New Vegetables and Home
designation for the folk commonly
it , cipal control.
Only the best In
supply of food was very low. All
beginning with the flrst meeting in called “Scotch-Irish.’’
made Ice Cream.
workmanship,
• • • •
avenues leading to the city were
77-lt
materials
, The speakers on the flood relief July will be governed by the follow
closely guarded. The river on which
Perfect problem were H. I. Harriman, chalr- ing ;
From various authentic sources I
the city was located was fringed with
results ; map of the New England Interstate
have gleaned these facts: "Large
CANDAGE’S
President—Arthur L. Orne
forts and batteries. Boats full of
guaranteed
CAMDEN ST,
ROCKLAND. ME.
Vice President—Dr. Rupert L tracts of land ln northern Ireland stones were sunk In the river, rows of
Prices to suit Flood Commission. Lt. Col. Mason J.
having
been
laid
waste,
King
James
everybody. Young and Capt. Hugh J. Casey of Stratton.
Open Sunday, June 28
stakes were driven Into the river,
I of England, formed plans for peop
Serving Home Cooked Meals VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP the U. S. Army Engineering Corps. Secretary—Louis A. Walker.
bed, and a boom a quarter of a mile
ling them with colonies of English
TEL. 1123-W Each of the speakers endorsed the
84 PARK ST.
Treasurer—Charles A. Emery
TEL 67-J
long was thrown across the river and
58tf feasibility of a huge flood control
77-lt
Directors—Dr James Kent. Russell men and Scotchmen. Colonies were fastened to both shores with a cable
established in County Down in 1606.
project for New England to eliminate Davis and 8umner C. Perry.
a foot thick.
I the danger of another disaster such
Impressive ceremonies attended In 1610, the Scots concentrated ln
"After much argument ln London
] as took place last spring. The en the transfer of the gavel from Dr. the "great plantation" ln Ulster
pro and con, a relief expedition, led
From the very beginning the life of
gineers stated that the project was Jim to the president elect.
by a man by the name of Kirk, was
altogether practical and justified.
The annual reports were heard— the colonists was one of turmoil and
ROC KLAND TERMINAL—CORNER DRUG STORE
President Carter entertained the some of them at least. From them trouble. The Irish Rebellion which
(Continued on Page Four)
BUSES EVERYWHERE—PHONE 378
! gathering with "Presidential Obser- lt was learned that the Rockland Ro began in 1641 dragged on for years
, vations" of a recent trip to the West tary Club has gained in membership, and caused much suffering. Crom
Free Pillow and Porter Service
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Coast and Honolulu, as he presided now having 54 on the roster, with well ended it in one dreadful cam
5.20 A.M.
Buses Leave ..:........... 8.25 A.M. Buses Arrive ............
paign in 1660
at the afternoon "Relief" session. two honorary members.
If I had my life to Uve again I would
Buses Leave ............ 11.05 AM. Buses Arrive ............. 3.20 P.M.
The Revolution of 1688 was long and* listen'to X*e
.1°teLt^nS
He believes that New England comThe average attendance the past
Buses Leave .............
2.00 A.M. Buses Arrive ............. 7.35 P.M.
I pares most favorably with any other year was 94 48. Charter members and bloody in Ireland. Londonderry a week. The loti of these taste* is a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
| place on earth as a place to live and Homer E Robinson and William A had proclaimed its allegiance to Wil
Fare to Boston. One Way.............. S&M Round Trip.............. >5.40
GOD GIVE I’S MEN!
i to prosper. As an example of com Olover have not been absent since liam, Prince of Orange, a protestant,
Fare to New York, One Way
56.25. Round Trip ..........511.25
munity co-operatiton he cited the In the flrst meeting 11 years ago; Kelly as soon as he landed ln England to Ood give us men! A time like thia de
mands
stance of the Hawaiian Islands where Crle has not been absent for 10 usurp the throne of the distrusted Strong minds, great hearts, true faith
and ready hands:
foi an estimated 510,000.000 tourls„ years while L. E. Jones. E C. Payson. king. James II. James fled to France, Men whom
the lust of office does not
kill;
business over 5180.000 is raised annu H. P. Blodgett, Henry C. Chatto, gathered forces there, and landed lc
Men whom the spoils of office cannot
ally for recreation advertising.
buy;
Major Oeorge Blaney and Willis I Ireland, hoping to make n stand
who possess opinions and a will;
He suggested that New England Ayer have never missed a meeting there that would enable him to re Men
Men who have honor; men who will not
lie;
Three-act Comedy, directed by Marguerite Haskell of Warren
continue its efforts to sell Its recre since they Joined.
gain his lost throne. The -lege of Men who
can stand before a demagogue
ational and Industrial advantages but
Londonderry marked the climax of And damn hls treacherous flatteries
without winking!
Town Hall, Warren, June 29—8.15 D. S. T.
History Teacher—Mary, what event the long struggle.
Tall men. sun-crowned, who live above
the fog
Auspices of the Warren Woman's Club
took
place ln 1732?
"Londonderry was a walled city tn public
WE BUY
duty, and ln private think
ing;
whose
siege
began
when
thirteen
Mary (promptly)—Oeorge Wash
Dressed Hogs, Beef, Lamb and Veal.
For while the rabble, with their thumbyoung apprentices most of whom ap
worn creeds
Town Hall, Union, June 30—8.15 Standard Time
We sugar cure and smoke your hams, ington was born.
large professions and their little
Teacher—Correct. Henry, what pear from their names to have been Their deeds.
shoulders
and
bacon.
Auspices of the Woman's Community Club of Union
hpapened
in
1742?
Mingle
In selfish strife, lo! Freedom
of
Scottish
birth
or
descent,
flew
to
C. H. RICE COMPANY
weeps.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
Henry (after a pause)—George was the guard room, seized the keys of Wrong rules the land and waiting
Tillson Avenue,
Rockland. Me.
Juatlce deeps
J the city, rushed to the firry Clate,
ten years old—Pathfinder,
71-82

cargo of scallops at Feyler's Thurs
day. The boat was out nearly two
weeks and circled Georges Bank
twice ln quest of the elusive bi
valves. Capt. Anderson's log showed
1046 miles which would take one a
long way towards Europe lf traveled
tn a straight line.
Capt. Lou Wallace ln the Gertrude
Thebaud came ln late Tuesday night
with over 1100 gallons after a week’s
fishing. Capt. Charles Carver and
hls Madeline and Flora sailed Tues
day for Georges. Capt. Wallace
brought ln a good sized swordfish
which the crew speared during the
voyage. This fish was cut up and
sold to the local trade.
Two big trips of pollock, nearly
20.000 pounds were landed Thursday.
These are being filleted and this
busy concern has a standing order
for all that lt can produce.
Tilings are humming at Feyler's
and a big crew Is finding steady work
at good pay.

OakiandPark
J)ancinff !

GENERAL PUBLIC INVITED

P. O. BOX 152

After a thousand-mile prospecting

By New England Business Heads, At The Samoset George R. Porter, Head Of Department Store
Chain, Will Operate Local Plant
—Feyler Program Endorsed

TEL. CAMDEN 2049

77*683

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

Baked Bean Supper

FIREWORKS!

OCEAN VIEW
TEAROOM

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.

SHORE DINNERS AT MRS. STINSON'S
776tf

“LAST CALL for
Low Summer Prices”
Prices on D Si H Cone-Cleaned
Anthracite will advance July 1st.
Better put in your order today.

77-78

M.B.&C.O. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET.

FOR

TEL. 487

SALE

QUAKER STAGES

“MORE POWER TO YOU”

Land, Buildings, Machinery, Tools and Equipment
The Charles D. Blake property on Gay St. Place, Rockland, eonilsting of two large lots of land, office and machine shop building,
cement working building, cement mixers and other machinery and
equipment; motors, forge, house Jacks, blocking, barrows, power
machinery, shafting and belting and tools of every description.
Substantial rash payment required.
For price and particulars apply to

JOHN J. PERRY, Agent, 64 North Main St.
748tf

—Jodah Oilbert Hul.aad

HE VISITED ETHIOPIA

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMEg-A-WEEK

Yet lf any man suffer as a
Christian let him not be ashamed;
but let him glorify God on this be
half. —1. Peter 4: 16.

Every-Other-Day
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HOW GENERAL GRANT

Son Of Everett Colson, Financial Advisor To
Haile Selassie, Lectures In Warren

—

rGENERAL
»»
X

o

For President

It was a great privilege Monday children were somewhat amusing,
evening at the Town hall. Warren to and Me Colson remarked in a dry
of Kansas
, witness the several reels ot motion ,nann*r that one dld not t0M thfm
pennies until the train was moving
pictures which accompanied a lee(hey wou)d
on bQard
For Vice President
ture. given by Edward A Colson of traln aU about onei u One scattered
FRANK KNOX
Lynn. Mass., only son of Mr. and the pennies earlier. They ran after
of Illinois
General Grant paid $3,000 to
Mrs. Everett A Colson, the former, the train for the money scattered
financial
advisor to the exiled Em about, and one little chap literally
a
man
who
was
running
his
CONVENTION EGO
ran away from hls clothes. Mr. Col
peror Haile Selassie of Ethiopia un
son said that ln begging they made
farm for him.
til a few months ago. The pictures a sort of weird noise in their throats.
The Democratic National Con
vention, or, more properly speak
told of a trip to Addis Ababa taken
When he was President he
During the question and answer
ing, the New Deal convention has
by Edward Colson two summers ago period, the audience was impressed
paid this $3,000 all over again,
heen marked hy a high degree of
i when a boy of 16 he went alone to very much by the to the point and
enthusiasm thus far, and the bene
; Ethiopia to make hls parents a visit straightforward way tn which Mr.
because he hadn't a scrap of
ficiaries of the Plan are following
of nearly six months. These pictures Colson answered all.
cnly the natural course when they
, were of particular interest to Warren
• • • •
paper to prove that he had paid.
shout for a continuation of the sys
since Everett Colson is a native of
He said that education ln that
Paying by check saves pay
tem which has so nicely feathered
the town, and the papers the past
year have been followed with Intense country was confined mostly to mis
New Deal nests and removed the
ing twice.
premium which was formerly be
attention to read every scrap of in- sions.
stowed upon bona fide thrift..
formation of the Italo-Ethiopian j in showing the pictures he bad
Those who listened over the radio
conflict and to get references to the
that hls mother had started and
to Thursday night's session, par
part in the war played by Everett s p. c. A. movement, and lt was
ticularly the reading of the plat
Colson.
asked as to whether this was not
form were impressed with the no
While the pictures were only 30 by quite a necessity as It had been poin
tion that it was the champion boast
| 40 inches, they were exceptionally ted out in magazine articles the
ing match of all times, arrogating
] clear, and even those ln the very natives were cruel to their animals
UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
ROCKLAND,
CA [DEN,
to itself the credit of almost every
rear ot the hall were able to see Mr Oolson said that the natives ln
thing but the creation of the world.
| very well.
this were cruel more through lgnorii
Sufferers from unjust tax burdens
* * * "
ance than through Intention especiand sufferers from rules and regu
The first reel dealt with Edward ;llly m lhe ioadlng of thelr
o(
lations which belie the proud boast
Colson
s
trip
across
into
the
Mediterbur<ten
.
H
e
said
that
they
were
FULLER RALLIES
THE GARDEN CLUB
that this is a free country, know
ranean Sea. through the Suez Canal amenable lo suggestion and after
how absurd and far fetched some of
Victim Of Union Shooting
the Red Sea and thence t0 Addu seeing another person load the anl-!
Hears
Most
Interesting
Talk
those claims are. It was evident
, »« , •
c
r,
Ababa by lhe narrow 8#Uie raU* mals would follow suit.
from the broadcast and from thc
On "Wild Flowers" By
Is Making Surprising Ke- , road
the French Somaliland
Asked whether Everett Colson
convention sounds themselves that
Mr Colson pointed out clearly hls sometimes WOrked 20 hours a day as
covery At Hospital
Mrs. Nina Beverage
there was decided opposition to the
route by a photographed map. Boats was read
lhe papers lhe
elimination of the two-thirds rule
The Oarden Club held an outdoor
Ernest C. Puller, who was twice of different sorts were shown, and
that no one at lhat aUUude
in the nomination of Presidential meeting on the spacious lawn of
shot at his home In Union, one week he pointed out that oil boats were could wor|t wUh as lut> re!t as that
candidates, but the permanent
stand ,t long
Mayor and Mrs. L. A. Thurston at the ago yesterday, allegedly by his wife. given right of way through the Suez
chairman, Senator Robinson of Ar
canal over other boats. It seems that' In regard to the homellfe of hls j
Highlands Tuesday with 50 members hju
remarkably durlng
kansas apparently paid small heed
1 the Canal 14 not 01 sufficient width 1Jarents there, he said that they lived
in attendance.
to the loud chorus of “noes” and
permit the passing to two large the normal Amerkan llfe „ far M
Mrs David Beach reported a very week, and barring complications ls |
declared that the "ayes had it.” Be satisfactory sum received from the ultl 10 have a reasonable chance of boats in motion Natives who wished
is possible, and for amusement hts
neath the surface were some signs
plant sale he'd at the C ipjier Kettle recovery.
10 trade at different points boarded father had his stamp collections.
that thc convention was not sailing
Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton gave a reOfficials meantime have secured a the steamer
onc lt bein« noticed
as smoothly as the New Dealers
port of the Federation meeting In iarge amount of data tn regard to that they cllmbed the mast oI thelr
would have one believe. The de
Auburn, saying that ln one locality lhe case and the State ls fully pre- own boat 10 get t0 the deck ol the
At th« end of the question period.
termination. for instance, of Sena
28 rock maple trees have been plant- pared for such court proceedings as steamer
Mr. Colson produced some Interest
tor Carter Glass of Virginia, not to ed to replace those which died might eventuate
j T1'* P'ctures o( the narrow gauge
ing souvenirs In the form of spear
have a hand in framing resolutions
Forty-three clubs now belong to the
Under the caption "Mr. Fuller's road were very good and
heads, one with a blade of perhaps
which he knew would not coincide
Federation with a total membership Record Good" the current issue of surrounding landscape appeared to be 15 inches In length, the other double
with his views. Carter Glass is a
of 2203
lhe Belfast has this to say in connec- ®°re or less of a desert. The deep headed the blades perhaps fiveI
high type Democrat who may not
Mrs. Benedict told of an experi- tion wtth the case;
canyon over which the train passed Inches in length, which the natives!
join in a “walk,” but whose views
ence tn furnishing an exhibition at
-Mr. Fuller's six years' service in resembled somewhat the Grand Can used in killing game. The blades j
on certain administration policies
Dallas. Texas stating that she took ■ Crosby is generally considered sat- yon in the United States.
and metal to whlyh the blades were
are widely known and have a broad
all material to the exhibit but the ^factory as he co-operated with the 1 Home life at the Colson home In attached were decorated in different'
influence.
rocks, and those were borrowed from other teachers and was a good dts- Addis Ababa, pronounced Ah-dls, designs, one with fine checker board.'
an accommodating northerner.
cipllnartan He is a Mason, a Con- Ah' ba-ba. accent on the first syl the other in a zigzag pattern. A pair j
IS IT RETRIBUTION*
Mrs Wiggin spoke of the different, gregationalist and a Democrat. He lable. was of interest, particularly of gazelle horns mounted on a board ,
varieties of violas raised ln her gar- was bom June 19. 1892 in Union, a that of the Colson flower garden In were shown. A gold ring which he '
Drouth and grasshopper inva- !
den and of 1000 annuals set out this SOn of Samuel E and Amy E. (Pay- which were seen American flowers, wore which weighed nearly half an
sions arc adding to thc woes of the !
zinnias, roses, etc. seeds which Mrs.
spring
son 1 Fuller.
ounce, to be exact. 17 and six tenths
mid-Western farmer, who already
Mrs. Starrett of Warren told of
-Mr Fuller graduated from Hebron Colson had brought from the States, grams drew much attention, its de
see a tremendous loss. It will not be | (wild flowers in fields and woods Academy and Bowdoin Coileg". He and which flourished very well ln
sign of serpents colled, thclr heads on
necessary this year for a Presiden- j
which would grow in our own gar- j took summer courses at Harvard, the
' the top of the ring, a cross between,
tial plowing under of the crops. dens, naming dog-tooth violets. J University of New Hampshire and at pointed out that the6 call, ...
lily for
of
go]d hgd
Last year drouth and dust storms I
blood-root, gold-thread, ladles' slip- 1 colby College He has been teacher which we pay so much here, ls a
taken from a skeleton found in thc
shortened the man-made policy; j
per.
trtlhum.
Jack-ln-the-pulplt O1 English ln the Blodgett High School weed In that country, and hard to
Ethiopian desert, while hc was over
this year it is drouth and grass columbine lace flower, blue flag, and [ in Syracuse. N Y., been the head of
get rid of at that.
there. He said that an Ivory brace
hoppers. It is retribution?
solomon seal. Mrs. Starrett intro-1 ihe department of Modem Lanlet taken from the same skeleton was
duced Mrs. Nina Beverage, who guages at Hebron Academy, head of
Particularly striking were the in hls mother's possession.
TIIE DAY OF BOONDOGGLE
talked on “Wild Flowers of the late the deportment of English in Brock- pictures of the native holiday when
The lecture was sponsored by the
summer and autumn." who said that j ton High School In Brockton. Mass . ; Haile Selassie reviewed the arpues
Warren Womans Club, the proceeds
Reckless waste has aroused the ’ Maine flowers are being used more j and m the High School of Commerc,
from the different tribes In hls land. to be used towards the Warren Bi
rath of the overburdened tax- i and more in roadside beautification 1 jn New London. Conn He has been
Instead of the salute, the chieftains centennial celebration set for July
ayer, and will be one of the most i and sanctuaries are increasing In
principal of Lakeville High School strutted up to the Emperor to pay
30 and 31.
otent things that may upset the popularity.
ln Salisbury’, Conn., and at Bicker allegiance. If some of the chiefs
The large audience attending from
dministration
next
Nevember.
Flants receive their coloring from Classical Institute in Houlton. Just were too outspoken in criticism of the
Warren, Union. Camden. Waldoboro,
lead what Congressman Fcnerty the birds and bees, and orchids are previous to coming to Belfast hc was
Emperor he drove them back.
Thomaston and Rockland, were ap
f Pennsylvania said about it in a mentioned as one of the loveliest wild headmaster of the Lancaster High
Parasols over the royal heads were preciative of this rare opportunity to
ecent speech;
flowers. Ladies' tresses having a School in Lancaster. N. H Since I marked in all the pictures as they
meet Mr. Colson, see the pictures and
In Chicago 100 P.WA. workers cream or ivory tint, while the fringed 1930 he has been principal of Crosby
assembled for the annual holiday. ask questions, the first public ap
'ere paid to dig an 800-foot trench orchids are very briUiant orange in
High
School.
’ Even the boys and girls of the dif pearance in Maine, secured for War
jr a storm sewer. It took each man
"Mrs Fuller, formerly Ellen P. ferent tribes marched in the parade,
days to dig 8 feet and when the co|or and bloom from July to Sep
ren only because of the fact that
rench was completed lt was found tember. There are also orchids in Lasher, was born in Claremont. N Y
named by Mr. Colson as boy and Everett A. Colson is a native of the
hat the sewer had already been in- purple, rose and lilac shades. They June 14. 1899. and was married to Mr
girl scouts. A drum major over seven
tailed by a previous group So a are very delicate and grow mostly in
Fuller at Canaan. Conn . June 18 feet in height was marked ln the town.
bird group was paid with your
—By Alena L Starrett
Milkweed is 1921."
loney to fill the trench, and a good inaccessible places
pictures.
lovely in the fall, the butterfly milk
Ime was had by all.
Pictures of a volcanic cone were
No doubt you shall cease to wonder weed being the sweetest and rarest.
shown, and a beautiful mountain
then I tell you that up tn BurlingWater-lilies are beautiful andl re
lake which he visited, the water of
on. Vt.. an item of $24,000 was alloted for repairing the reservoir, only main open three days after bloom
which was considered holy. Wild life
0 find that no repairs were needed ing. The meadow lily and wood lily
ln the mountains was abundant.
to the enterprising and undaunted which grow ln fields, are good ln gar
Pictures were shown of two rocks
lew Dealers allotted $62 000 to repair dens and easy to cultivate. Lobelia
named Tuesday and Thursday. Fast I
he community center—and there ls
is easily transplanted and blooms
>0 such building.
day for the natives was Wednesday,
Then in New Castle, in Pennsyl- from July to October, and mullen of
and lf a native could hot pass easily t
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
aula, at a cost of $10,000 to you tax- grey-green color ls a sign that sum
between these two boulders, they
layers, 32 able-bodied men were to mer ls gone. The deadly night shade
were tn for a fast of 40 days.
pend 484 months inspecting the
pouting from all buildings to deter- is one variety of vine having purple
Water in Addis Ababa comes from
ntne just where the rain and sur- blossoms and later red berries.
wells, dug many feet into the ground. 1
ace water go. A red fluid is placed Among the wild flowers not to be
and probably the Colson family had .
n thc surface water—and the New overlooked are black-eyed Susans,
in their home the only water system
Sealers Just follow the red line as
t "goes 'round ahd 'round and comes golden rod. asters, gentians and wild
which consisted of a tank on the
ight out" somewhere at your ex- forget-me-not. Tlie partridge berry
roof which a native was hired to fill,
which comes in late October ls much
lense.
every day.
Millions of dollars of your money sought for winter decoration
lave been wasted upon such New
Mrs Beverage's talk was both bril
Seal projects as paying men and
Pictures of the natives were dif
vomen to teach grand opera to Ozark liant and interesting, being inter
ficult to secure, Mr. Colson went on
spersed with poetry. The next Fed
Mountaineers.
to say, as they were shy and thc !
I semetimes wonder what the eration meeting will be held at
[rateful citizen of Waltham. Mass., Rangeley, the July meeting of the
first he secured showed them scurry- j
nust have thought when the New
ing behind sheltering underbrush, j
Seal allotted him nearly $10,000 of local club taking place at Garth
Then a youngster of the family would
tour money to drain his piggery; gannon Lodge. Owl's Head An
find out that the taking of a picture ;
vhen the local board of health could nouncement was made of a tea and
rave made him do it for about a flower show to be held at Lakehurst,
did not hurt, so after much patience,:
lundred.
the picture of an entire family group
near
Damariscotta,
July
9
and
It might be unkind to say to the
was taken.
New Dealers that there are more 10 at which each club is asked to
Ruth Etting, famous radio song
The Colsons raised ducks and
;fflcacious ways to spend the peo- have a tea table and flower exhibit. bird, will be one of the featured
ile’s money than in teaching tap
guest soloists on the Magic Key pro turkeys, and during the dry season
lancing to Chesapeake Bay lobsterYour Old Range Taken in
gram to be heard over an NBC Net tubs of water were placed about the
nen and clam diggers or counting
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Exchange
work at two o'clock, E.D.S.T., on
yard for the ducks to bathe In.
jaterpillars tn thousands of towns.
A city ln French Somaliland after j Atlantic Ranges are available In
>r even in providing a $25,000 haven
A gospel preaching service with Sunday afternoon, June 28th. Other
Black and All Enamel Finishes
or homeless dogs at Memphis, where special music will be held at the stars to be heard In this broadcast
a heavy rain, the first in eight years,
nre Rudolph Ganz, Internationally
,he animals are to have shower baths
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
looked
like
Maine
cities
after
the
j
famous pianist, and Fibber McGee
ind be served their food in "all-alu- church Sunday night at 8 daylight
flood
of
last
March.
Because
of
thc
,
Brainerd
Thurston
will
be
the
and
Molly.
ninum pans." Yet, following the
jublication at your expense of the speaker.
Frank Black and bis NBC Sym dryness of the country there are not
Separtment of Agriculture’s disserphony Orchestra, John B. Kennedy, drainage facilities there to take care j
,atlon on the love life of the bullnoted commentator, and other well
of the water and the streets were
rog. there has been issued, at an ap- the United States. I do not blame known radio personalities will also
TEL. 980
running
brooks.
you
for
smiling,
ladies
and
gentle

jreclable cost to you, a study of the
appear, with Ben Grauerand Milton'
Pictures of beggars about the train 1 31J-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ove life of the cow. That, oi course, men; but it is your money that Is Cross handling the master of cere
47-tf
vill be interesting to the bovine in being wasted in this ridiculous and monies assignment?,
at the stations especially of the small j

Paid “Twice

ALF M. LANDON

ELECTRIC kifrigcrator
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You can now buy a
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

La Belle Etting
on Air Program

Aflantic
RANGES

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

dulgence ol the 25,000,000 cows in inane fashion,

centennial celebration will meet blrthday anniversary Monday was
Tuesday at 7 30 at thc Town hall. It tendered a party Tuesday night by
The sermon topic at the Congrega- k important that all be present,
his daughter Miss Evelyn Berry and
tlonal Church Sunday morning will
Oa.Vid t. Burgh of Washington D. son Roland Berry. PTesent were
be. "The Conservation of American- c ws a caller on friends here Thurs- Mrs. Roland Berry and three chil
ism." Music for the service includes day ajlcrnoon> enroute to Bar Har- dren, William Berry, Mr. and Mrs.
the solo, “Oh Jesus. Thou Ar; Stand- |
accom|>anicd liy his niece of E. B. Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Wil
ing" (Deceveri by Miss Evelyn Ber Scotland.
liam Barrett.
ry; duet. "Ever Thou Goest" (Ackley)
Quests this week of Mrs. Edwin
Mtss Carrie Darling of Malden,
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie and Miss Evelyn Mass., Miss Edith Valentine of North Emerson and Raychel Emerson were
Berry.
boro, Mass. and Mtss Ada Evarts of | Mr. and Mrs. Qeorge Stone of Port
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak Clinton, Conn. have been guests this land and Jay.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Mank of Wal
on. “Ood Guidance" at the worship week of Miss Bertha Starrett.
doboro
were supper guests Sunday of
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Miss Blanche Washburn returned
Church. Miss Edna Howard of Thursday 'to Auburn after being Mr. and Mrs. E. 6. Carroll and Mr.
North Waldoboro, student at the cuest since Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Harry Beane.
Theresa Huntley, daughter of Mrs.
Providence Bible Institute will sing a Oliver B. Libby.
Wilder Moore, has been visiting hcr
duet with Roger Teague. The choir
Thc degree was conferred Wednes- aunt Mrs
OUIey ln AusUsta.
will sing an arrangement of “America
day by E. A. Starrett Camp S.U.V
Miss Virginia Boggs of Gorham is
the Beautiful.'' The evening service
Auxiliary on candidates, Mrs. Bertha guest of her aunt. Miss Edna F. Boggs.
at 7 will be devoted to the Children's
Spear and Miss Mildred Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith and
Day concert by the Junior and pri
Mrs. Ethel Griffin and two daugh daughter Phyllis returned Thursday
mary departments of the church
school under the direction of Mrs. ters, Martha and Alice Marie have from Versailles. Conn., after a visit
Jennie Kenniston. Mrs. Avis Nor been recent guests of relatives in with Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Smith and
Mr and Mrs. Marion Smith.
wood. Roger Teague, and Miss Eliza Tenant's Harbor.
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lindsey and
beth Oxton Speaker for thc evening
will be Rev. Mr. Frederickson, New daughter Maxine of Thomaston were Mass , is spending the summer at
England field secretary of the Ameri visitors Sunday at the home of Mr. her home here.
Mrs. Alice Watts passed Wednesday
and Mrs. Herbert Kenniston.
can Tract Society.
in Thomaston with her sister Mrs.
Masons from here who enjoyed the
William Starkey, thc head of the
Jennie Brown.
industrial department of the Bangor St. John's Day outing Wednesday at
Mrs. Jean Andrews and Mr. and
Trails
End.
Ash
Point,
were
Oscar
High School was guest Wednesday at
Mrs. Sidney W. Vinal have been on
the Baptist parsonage, accompanied Starrett, S. F. Copeland. William
a trip to Montreal for a few days.
Barrett. Curtts C. Starrett and Wes
by Mrs. Starkey.
The Camden road has received oneSpecialties between the acts of the ley Spear.
half mile of tar.
The name of Ethel Wiley, 9 of the
comedy “More Power to You" to be
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe were
given Monday at 8:15 at the Town third grade at Malcolm Corner pri
in Brunswick Friday to attend a class
hall, will Include vocal solos by Mrs. mary school, was Inadvertently omit reunion at Bowdoin College.
Sidney Wyllie, and violin solos by ted from the list of those whose
Miss Beatrice Haskell, the accom- spelling records for the year were
panist
Marshall
Bradford
of I perfect. Ethel is the granddaughter
Thomaston.
, of Mr. and Mrs. George Wiley.
Eighty members of the Baptist
Callers Thursday afternoon at the
1 Church school with friends and home of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett
teachers enjoyed the annual outing were William Nelson, Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday at Crocketts Beach.
'
William Nelson Jr., Mrs. Woodson and
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch daughter Miss Gladys Woodson all
1 returned last Saturday from Calais of Portland.
where they attended the Maine
Adelbert Norwood, son of Mr. and
; Baptist Convention. Rev. Mr. Welch Mrs Howard Norwood observed hls
I as representative of the Lincoln seventh birthday Wednesday, 40
l Baptist Association.
friends gathering at his home for a
I Thc play, "Red Raspberry" given party. Ice cream and cake were
by the Friendship Girl and Boy served. Adelbert received many nice
Skout troops at Town hall Tuesday gifts, Including three birthday cakes.
was much enjoyed. Tlie Girl Scouts
Mrs. Ralph Norwood and daughter j
of this town gave thc specialties be Sally visited Mrs. Albert Grover and !
tween the acts. Mrs. Irene Starrett. Mrs Ellen Conic ln Rockland. Mon
captain of the local Scouts an day.
nounced these numbers: Songs, Lois
Mtss Lucy Teague of Craford N. J.
Bazemore, Elizabeth Kenniston, and ls spending the summer with her 1
Ann Norwood of Warren; piano solo. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C.
.
. . . that have been proven
Anita Dodge of Friendship; knots by Teague.
by millions of Satisfied
Warren scouts, led by Dorothy Sim
Joseph Teague of North Wey
Users.
mons. the group Including, Evelyn mouth. Mass., has been guest a few
SWP House Paint
Smith, Christine (Jones, Madeleine days of his brother. Edwin C. Teague. I
Haskell, Annette Haskell, Marie
Spencer Spear, 85, of Brockton,
Marr; duet, "The Codfish Ball" Lois Mass., Mrs. Everett Smith also of
and Mary Norwood; tap dance. Ruth Brockton, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Starrett; flag salute; national an Spear of Hamden. Conn., were over
them. Mrs. Avis Norwood was ac night guests Saturday of Mr. and
companist.
Mr.s. Clifford Spear.
TEI- 14,
ROCKLAND, ME.

WARREN

RELIABLE
PAINTS

Sherwin-Williams

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Tlie general committee of the bl-

C Frank Berry who observed hi$

Every-Other-Day

I

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD STOTTS

June 27—(4 p m) 8t. Oeorge va.
Camden, opening game o( Knox County
League, at Camden
June 27—4-H Field Day at Union Pale
Orounds.
June 29—Warren—Three act play,
"More Power Pa You." at Town hall.
June 30—Downie Brothers Circus.
June 30—Union—Three act comedy,
"More Power to You" In Town hall,
auspices of the Woman's Community
Club
July 8—Annual fair of Littlefield
Memorial Church
July 15—Rockport—Methodist Church
Fair, at Town hall.
July 20—Rockport—Baptist
Ladles
Clrcie midsummer fair.
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-ctnteunlal
celebration.
Aug 3—Order of Eastern Star Field
Day at Glen Cove Grange hall.
Aug 5 Camden—Annual bazaar of St.
Thomas parish
Aug. 0-S—Jtockport—Carnival-Regatta.

Aug. 12—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 12-13 - Thomaston — American
Legion fair.

A PUBLIC STATEMENT
In common with every community in the State,
Rockland should co-operate in every way in the cam
paign to save lives and property being waged by the
State of Maine Safety Campaign.
It is the urgent desire of the city authorities that
citizens of Rockland heed the warnings toward high
way safety issued by the Campaign and State Police
and it is especially recommended that men, women
and children, automobile drivers and potential driv
ers, see the motion picture “And Sudden Death”
Monday and Tuesday at Park Theatre. It is a whole
some, serious story directed by its makers toward the
building of a greater highway security and the cre
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F. L. Clarke who will assist at the
Sunday morning service at Univer
salist Church, is giving a group of
trombone solos at 10.30 preceding the
sermon.

Price of Hard Coal

There will be work in the third
degree on a cikss of candidates at
Odd Fellows hall Monday night.
Supper at 6 30. Those not solicited
should take pastry.

Will Advance

The Daily Vacation Bible School
of the Pratt Memorial Church is be
ing largely attended. The School b<>
gins its sceond week next Monday
morning at 9 o'clock. A public
demonstration will be given on Tues
day night, July 7, and the School will
close with an outing on Wednesday,
July 8.

July First
oo

SERMONETTE
Love

As Jesus sat at the Last Supper,
the pa&sover he had so longed to
eat with hls disciples, there came
over him lhc premonition that hls
ation of a “Safety Conscious” public.
hour was come. John says, “He
Leforest A. Thurston, Mayor.
Peas and bunch beets, products
knew he should depart out of this
of the City Farm arc ready for the
world unto the Father; "having
Almon P. Richardson, Chief of Police.
market.
loved his own which were in the
world he loved them unto the
Congressman Moran's secretaries,
end.” At that table sat one of the
Dr. William EUingwood waa re- j Pred Howard, who has returned
Miss Ethel Smalley and Miss Cath
twelve whom Jesus declared
elected a Council member at the an- irom three weeks visit ln Fairhaven,
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
erine Crowley, have returned to
should
betray him. Jesus knew
nual meeting of the Maine Medical i Mass., saw some big league baseball motored to Northport on Wednesday
Rockland for the summer.
the instant the evid intent entered
Association ln Rangeley this week. 1 while away.
and enjoyed a Joint all-day session
Judas’ mind, there could be no
with Mary White Barker Tent of Bel
Of interest to local stamp collectors
further fellowship between them;
St Peter's parish will lender a re- j Word has been received of the
is the announcement of the annual ceptlon at 7.30 Monday night to Rev death June 25 of Leon O Norwood. fast, at the cottage “Miratain." Fish so Jesus said: "That thou docst,
meeting of the Maine Association of Ernest O. Kenyon in the Undercroft 66, at his home in Augusta after a chowder and pastry served as noon do quickly." He went out and all
Philatelic Clubs Oct. 3 ln Auburn. The on the occasion of the tenth anni short illness. He is survived by hls day repast, while baked beans and constraint was ended.
THE HOME GARDEN
cream cake ted a gathering of 42 at
business session, dinner and its con versary of hls pastorate
“A new commandment I give
supper, the husbands being guests
tests and exhibitions will be held with
unto you, that ye love one another,
Timely Information For Home
The third degree will be conferred
Cards, beano and other games fur
Gardeners Prepared By Mem
the "Y" Stamp Club of Lewiston and
as I have loved you; by this shall
Vinalhaven sent a delegation of j by Knox Lodge. I.O.O.P., Monday
nished entertainment as well as sew
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni
all men know that ye are my
Auburn.
five to the American Legion conven- ' Right. Supper will be served at 6 30.
versity Of Maine
ing, knitting and much merriment.
tion. In the party were Leslie B Members not solicited should take A short program was given in the disciple, if ye have love one for
another."
Fateful
Thursday
The flrst Sunday game in the Knox Dyer, Allston Roberts, Doris Shields. pies.
evening. An Invitation to attend the night; they could not even watch
The gardener who grows cabbage,
County League will be played at Ida Libby and Ada Creed.
special
meeting
of
the
Daughters
ot
cauliflower,
and broccoli ls always
Henry B. Bird and Theodore Bird
with him in the agony of the
Thomaston tomorrow afternoon at 3
Veterans from Mrs. Stella McRae
troubled
by
the
green cabbage worm.
attended
a
meeting
of
the
Maine
garden. One betrayed him; only
o'clock. Thomaston's opponent being
was accepted. It is expected that
THEY ENDORSED FEYLER
These worms are usually not severe
Canners'
Association
in
Skowhegan
one
-followed
Jesus
into
the Rockland Grays. The lineups
this week Mrs. Henry Bird, Miss two candidates will be taken into Pilate's Judgment hall.
Peter on early cabbage or cauliflower un
were not ln hand when this paper
At yesterday's session of the
membership and refreshments of ice stayed without and denied him til the crop ls partially harvested.
Eleanor
Bird
and
Mrs.
Theodore
went to press, but there will be two
New England Connell held at
However, the late crop Is attacked
1 Bird were guests at Lakewood mean cream, cake and crackers will be thrice. They saw him struck; saw
strong aggregations on the fleld.
The Samoset a vote of appreci
served Also a short program and him scourged; they witnessed hls fram the time the plants are set in
time.
ation and endorsement was giv
beano. Those who made the North- staggering Journey, bearing his
thc field until fall.
en Commissioner Rodney E.
The statement that Congressman
This worm, states Richard M.
The Epworth League of the Metho- port trip were Stella McRae, Eliza cross, and never offered him help;
Feyler for his efforts in the study
Moran had taken up the reins of his
| dist Church will hold a weinie roast pl-ummer- Alta Dimick, Priscilla never uttered a protest. They saw
Riley of the department of horticul
and rehabilitation of the fish
insurance business again, appears to
ture, University of Maine, is the
next Wednesday night, weather per Smith, Doris Ames Carrie Brown, him crucified and fled from him;
eries industry.
have been a little premature. It is
larva of the white cabbage buttermitting, neir Spruce Head. The Mary Brewster, Carrie House. Lizzie A fine lot of followers indeed Did
said that the Rockland statesman has
Leaguers are requested to fleet at French. Olive Crockett. Susie Karl, Jesus bear resentment, reproach j fly which is often seen flying about
Belle Bowley, Allie Blackington.
several propositions under considera
in cabbage patches. It is a chewing
them for their cowardice, the be
There has been a re-arrangement the church at 6 30 p. m. Take
tion. and that his future is still in
0—
insect eating holes ln the leaves and
trayal or their denials? Ah. no!
of shrubs on the Postoffice premises. lunches including hot dogs
definite. He leaves today for Kansas
When the women came to the heads of the cabbage or cauliflower,
The old Republican shrubs have been
City on business.
tomb he said "Be not affrighted; j The standard remedy is to use a
plowed under, and New Deal shrub wife, two sons by a former marriage.
Llsinder of Auburn. N. H. and Har
go tell my brethren.” As he ap | spray or dust of some arsenical, such
bery has taken their place
Rockland will probably send a large
peared and talked with them after as arsenate of lead or calcium arsen
old of Canton; two brothers. Samuel
number of sightseers to Lewiston to
The students ot Miss Mabel Lamb and Bert, both of Warren; two
It was my good fortune by invita hls resurrection they were "still ate. Lime is usually used with the
morrow, the lodcstone being the will give a piano recital Thursdav sisters, Mrs. Nettie Jameson of War- tion of the master. Worth John his own and he loved them unto arsenical at the rate of about one
American Legion Convention parade July 2. at the Universalist vestry at j ren, and Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes of Tracy Mathews, to recently visit the end.”
William A. Holman
' pound of the calcium or lead arsen| ate to 15 of hydrated lime. This dust
at noonday. If you go. you should 7.30 o'clock. A pleasing variety in' Union, from whose residence the Amicable Lodge F.AM. of Cambridge
watch out for the Knox County dele the program is offered, and thc pub- funeral will be held Sunday at 1 Mass. It was a warm evening but 140
"How To Use the Bible In This 1 should be applied when the leaves are
gation. headed by the Rockland City lie is invited.
o'clock. standard.
brethren sat down to dinner and Modern Age" will be the theme of wet, and application should be made
Band, and be sure to give both or
afterward witnessed the MM D. con Mr. Olds' sermon at the Congrega as soon as any worms appear and reDr Edward Peaslee and Dr Ed
ganizations a big hand.
According to the Portland paper ferred on three candidates.
tional Church at 10.30 tomorrow. 1 peated as necessary to keep the
win Scarlott will entertain tlie Ki this morning William E. Southard oi
My seat mate at dinner and after This will be a sequel to the sermon re foliage covered. For liquid spray usc
The advance guard of Rockland wanls Club Monday night with re Bangor is apt to be the next depart ward in the Lodge room, was not a cently preached on "The Newer Rev lead arsenate or calcium arsenate at
Lions went to Rangeley yesterday, ports of the Kiwanls International ment commander of the American Harborite. but near lt. as he married elation." The anthems will be by the rate of 114 pounds to 50 gallons
prepared to boost the candidacy of session which they have been attend Legion. The Roekland candidate. a Harbor girl. He was Brother Her the mixed quartet.
of water, plus some soap to increase
• ♦ • •
Frank A. Tirrell for district gover no; ing In Washington this week.
Commander Hector G Staples is still bert Davidson, father of the well
the sticking qualities.
The last service before the summer
The election will take place this aft
ln the fight and with him are two known ball player, John Davidson.
There is no danger of poisoning the
ernoon. The Camden delegation is
Dr. George H Coombs of Waldo- ether candidates Oeorge J. Woods of He was kind enough to take me vacation will be held at the Univcr- consumer by using arsenicals before
i salist Church Sunday morning Fol- the heads begin to develop and likely
supporting Oeorge W. Dyer, who re boro, head of flic Bureau of Health ol! South Portland (formerly of Rock home.
cently retired from the office of King thc State Department of Health and land) and John A. Long of Brewer
When I left my native village in ' lowing Dr. Lowe's brief sermon on little danger in the early period of
Welfare was one of five Maine doc Col. Basil H. Stinson ls being urged 1885. a novus homo had arrived ln "Communing With Friendly Spirits" head formation. (With cauliflewer
Lion.
tors who received 50-year medals at to run again for membership in the the village some six months previous Holy Communion will be observed and broccoli the heads are more exThose who read that fascinating the final session of the Maine Medi National Committee.
ly. I had not met him before my de Friends are urged to make this final p^a than lhost of cabbage and the
book “Under Two Flags" many years cal Association annual convention at
parture so it was a pleasure to see service of the year notable because ouler leaves of the latter are disago, will want to sec the screen ver Rangeley. Wednesday. Dr. W. F.
carded anyway. For control of the
George W. Dyer has a Federal ap him at work in hts lodge. And let me of its large attendance.
sion, featuring Ronald Colman, Vic Hart of Camden was similarly hon - pointment as manager of the National add that Worthy Brother John is a
1 worms near harvest use pyrethrum or
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
tor McLaglen and Claudette Colbert, ored.
Re-employment Office with official good workman. The tyler of this
rotonone. The latter derives its,
I Sunday morning at 10 30 Rev. Charles
which comes to Strand Theatre for
station at Rockland. He will begin lodge ls a member of the famous
poisonous properties from ground up
The State Liquor Store has been his new duties Monday. For the Fountain family—Brother Loring F. A. Marstaller will have as his topic roots of the derris plant Both of j
Sunday. Monday and Tusday. Wed
i
“
The
Independence
of
Man."
There
nesday and Thursday “The Case made burglar proof, the windows and past 13 years Mr. Dyer has been em Fountain, a native of Bristol. Maine.
these products vary in strength and j
will be a sermonette for the chil
Against Mrs. Ames." starring Made doors at the rear having been provid ployed by the J. C. Curtis Hardware
I expected to greet Worthy Ernest dren. Church School will meet at so should be used according to the
leine Carroll and Oeorge Brent; Fri ed with steel sheathing by Stephen Co. In the recent Democratic prima  Rawley, but didn't. A postponed
manufacturer's directions Success- I
day and Saturday. Richard Dix ln Brault. Lights for the area at the ries. Mr. Dyer was selected by his game kept him home I suppose. The 11.45 and Junior C. E. at 6 p m. In ful control has been secured by use
rear of the store have been installed party to stand in the fall election as boys and girls will be getting home strumental and vocal selections by of 25 to 30 pounds per acre of derris
"Devil's Squadron.”
the men will be a special feature of
by House-Sherman. Inc. Everett L. nominee to the 6tate Legislature from soon, I presume.
the evening service at 7.15. The pas- 1
«v..b> »“» pyrethrum
Baseball fans who have been wait Spear provided the screens for the this district. Because of his Federal
i
Boze
tor's topic will be "Americas Crucial an“ ,nore expensive than the arsenling impatiently for the opening of doors used by thc paying customers appointment, he is forced to with
Somerville, Mass.. June 15
Hour.’* Prayer meeting Tuesday eve- ca s'
are’ however, increasing
the Knox County Twilight League also for the windows. The store will draw from this election.—Camden
i rapidly In use for control of worms
ning at 7 30.
season will be given their opportunity be closed July Fourth.
"Have you been a dentist very
Herald.
directly on the edible heads of cauli
this afternoon when the St. Oeorge
long?”
“A Pillar of Salt” will be the ser flower and broccoli.
team, chaperoned by that wizard of
Don't forget you can have a steak,
"No I was a riveter till I got too mon topic of Rev. Charles E. Brooks
News has been received here of the
former years. Ernest Rawley. will face or bacon or ham and egg, with coffee
nervous
to work up high "
recent death of Harry Sanborn, for
[ at thc Pratt Memorial Methodisi
the Camden team at Camden. The or tea for 25c. Hot muffins in the
j Church on Sunday morning at 10 30
merly
of
Rockland,
in
a
sanitorlum
game does not start until 4 o'clock, morning. Dan Munro's Restaurant.
! Mr. Brooks' evening topic will be "A
at
Tucson.
Ariz,
where
he
went
some
which will afford everybody a chance 8 Park street—adv.
, Word in Season."
The Friendly
months ago suffering from a tubercu
to see lt. In the St. Oeorge lineup
J Men's Bible Class will meet at 9.30
lar
ailment
The
deceased
was
a
son
Water and Drain Pipes
will be seen such old favorites as
a. m. The Baraca Class and the
of the late H. M. Sanborn, who will
AND
Maurice Simmons, who is planning to
Renewed
i
church
school will hold their sessions
be
remembered
here
as
the
one
time
make a comeback in the box this sea
BY MUSIC STUDY
Cesspools and Septic Tanks at noon. Tlie Epworth League will
manager of the Atkinson House Fur
son; and Monaghan and Ivan Sim
Cellars Repaired, White J have tneir regular service at 6 30
nishing
Co.
He
is
survived
by
his
EDNA
GREGORY
mons. who have no Knox County su
Established 1640
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
p. m. Tlie Dally Vacation Bible
mother,
who
makes
her
home
ln
washed
periors in the outfield. For hurlers
Licensed Embalmers and
12 CENTER ST..
ROCKLAND Stratton. Neb., his wife, who was for
School
of
the
church
will
start
on
Its
Cement Work
Manager Simmons can also draw on
Attendants
TEL. 169-M
second week Monday.
merly Doris Carney of Sheepscot; and
Colbath, Pease or Polky. Tha. Cam
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
•
•
•
•
one brother, Carleton. A younger
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
den team will toe made up from this
“Back To the Old Paths" will be
ROCKLAND. ME.
brother. Robert, died from the effects TEL. 1187-R,
squad:
Bagley, Bennett, Brown,
Stf
Day or Night Telephone
: the subject of the sermon at the First
of
falling
from
an
apple
tree
while
Boynton, Dillingham. Hamalainen,
.
Baptist
Church
Sunday
morning
the family resided on Broadway
450
Stahl, E. Wadsworth, Thomas, Weed,
i The church school will meet at noon
Harry Sanborn had been in the rail
Representatives in all large cities
Putnam, O. Wadsworth, Plaisted,
A group of students homc from
in the United States and Canada
road employ in Nebraska. He had
Wheeler, Lord, Seaverns, Talbot,
school will discuss, "Christian Schools
been
a
frequent
visitor
to
Maine
since
Dailey, Leonard. Oross and Mayhew.
AMBULANCE
and what they do for young people"
going West.
Service
is instantly available.
at the Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour
The new policy of serving a 100%
Experienced attendants on duty.
at
6.15.
The
people's
evening
service
BORN
fish products menu adopted by Sim's
j will open at 7.30 with the prelude
Day or Night Telephone
KENT-At Rockland. June 27, to Dr and
Lobster Orill on Park street is meet
Mrs. James P Kent, a daughter. Marr
and big sing. Mr. MacDonald will
Alice.
450
ing with great favor by lovers of
1 give his last “repeat” sermon at this
161 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
seafoods. Sim's has installed a dis
A Large Selection Of
hour. Thc subject will be "The Cost
MARRIED
________
20-tf
play cabinet and this makes lt pos
of Being a Christian.’ The Daily Va
CARROLL-YOUNG—At Camden. June
sible for customers to inspect their
27. by Rev. Douglas Robbins of Lowell,
Granite and Marble
cation Bible School will continue
Mass . Howard Arthur Carroll of Rock
favorite dish before it is cooked. Fish
Dignified at all times and with Monday and Tuesday mornings with
port and Miss Margaret Ross Young
(Solution to previous puzzle)
of
Camden.
no
variation
in
the
quality
of
our
products from Feyler's Inc., are used
MONUMENTS
CARVER-SMITH — At Rockland. June
professional duties, it is not sur ! a public demonstration of their work
exclusively and delivered fresh dally.
25. by Rev. J. C. MacDonald. Reuben
prising that services of the Russell on Tuesday evening at 7 30.
Carver and Mrs. Ursa Smith, both of
______________
Carl Simmons the proprietor claims
on display for
Funeral Home have become stand
Vinalhaven
Have you secured your summer
to have the most complete selection
ard. Incidental expenditures may
Prompt Delivery
vary the choice of the wish ot the j coat? Wc have them in full supply
of fish dishes in the State. —adv. *
DIED
family, but the fundamentals of and flne as rtment, white and pastel
PRATT—At St Oeorge. June 25. William
QUALITY AT
our funrral direction are the same i shades. Lucien K. Oreen, 16 School
Pratt, Sr, aged 64 years, 11 months. 4
Dr. Mary Reuter. Osteopathic Phy
REASONABLE PRICES
for all. The discharge of our pro
days Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock day
light. from Tenants Harbor Baptist
sician. 158 Talbot avenue, Rockland,
fessional duty Is a constant source J street, Rockland.—adv.
Church. Interment in Seaside ceme
of
pride to all connected with our
Taxi from Main street upon request,
tery.
organization.
NORWOOD—At Augusta. June 26. Leon
—adv.
76-78
l,AW?
INC.
The Arts and Crafts Society will
meet at the What-Not Shop Monday
at 7 o'clock.

Spero Economy, 51, died very sud
denly at hls home on Prescott street
Thursday. He came to this country
from Albania 23 years ago. Surviving
are his wife, six children; a sister.
Mrs. S. Naum; and a brother.
Thomas Economy Funeral services
will be held from the residence, 9
Prescott street. Sunday at 3 p. m.

Rockland Coal Company
Telephone 72

14 LIMEROCK ST.

du„

AM. LEGION BLDG.

SPECIAL
Week of June 29 to July 4
WHY NOT A CLEAN DRESS FOR THE 4TH

UNUSUAL VALUE THIS WEEK

PLAIN DRESSES

Tenants Harbor Days

23c
Except White
Beautiful Workmanship

THE TIME TO “SWAP"
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some
thing you want.

The way to do it is by advertising

in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
Costs little.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

770.
_____ _

_______________________ _______
— —— —

(COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

NOW IS THE TIME!

PROFIT

FUNERAL PARLORS

S. E. EATON

s Q.

Necessary To Service

W. E. Dornan & Son,

Enroll now for summer Instruction
ln all types of dancing. Elise Allen
Corner School of the Dance. Rock-;
land, Maine, Tel. 979,

75-tf ‘

Distinctive Memorials in
Granite and Marble
Thomaston, Me. East Union, Me.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31

43-44Stf

O Norwood, native of Union, aged 06
years. Funeral from residence of Mrs
Elizabeth Hawes. Union. Sunday at 1
o'clock standard.
ECONOMY—At Rockland. June 25. Splra
Economy, aged 51 years. 6 months, 1
day Funeral Sunday at 3 o'clock
from residence, 9 Prescott street,

Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662

2 CLAREMONT 8T, ROCKLAND

g

^7

HORIZONTAL
1-One
4-Mlneral spring
7-lnquires
11- Move rapidly
12- Aside
14- A vegetable
15- Apparel
16- lslands off the coast
of Greece
17- Stop
19-An insect
21- Explre
22- A wager
24-Fabulously rich man
26-Passage money (pi.)
28- Suffix to form past
tense
29- Revolvea
30- Near by
31-Canvas shelters
33-Judges
35- Prefix. Apart
36- Perform

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Part of a circle
13- Digit
18- A ssi stance
19- Helped
20- Small pies
22- Meaner
23- Group of players(pl.)
24-Joined
25- Maritime signal
26- Gave food to
27- Street* (abbr.)
VERTICAL
32-Crab claw
34-Country rule by an
emperor
1- Mountaina between
Europe and Asia 36-Change the form of
2- A hard fruit
37- Taut
39- Dry
,
3- Signify
40- Sorrowful
4- Rate of motion
41- American novelist
5- Father
42- Hawailan garland*
6- Ascend
44-Epoch
8- An insect
9- New Zealand parrot 46-A letter

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
38-Reams (abbr.)
40-Slumber
43-Reiterate
45-Warning
47- Anger
48- Compact
50- Portuguese coin
51- Venture
52- Fish eggs
53- Sediment

10-Fine rock

49-Negative

Every-OtKer-Dajr

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 27, 1936
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Look, Boys and Girls!

THE SIEGE OF LONDONDERRY

NORTH HAVEN

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

James Cabot was a Rockland vlsl ■
tor Thursday.
I investigating the regions around the
(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Freemont Beverage, who has
HERE’S HOW YOU CAN SEE
J Kennebec, Pemaquid and St.
been guest of relatives and friends In
sent to the rescue of the besieged Georges, decided in favor of St.
Rockland has returned home.
city. Although his fleet lay in sight Georges. April 18. 7735 an agreement
Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw has returned
from a visit with Mrs. Carrie Walt*
of the city for weeks, he made one was made with Waldo and lots were
WIT" JACK HOXIE, THE FAMOUS WESTERN SCREEN STAR
[ in Rockland.
excuse after another for not going to drawn, but the actual settlement did
(Idol of all the kiddie*)
not take place until the following
Summer residents are arriving
its assistance.
“By the eighth of June horseflesh ■ year, 1736.
I early.
The names of those who signed the
t On the island, weigela, splren, and
was almost the only meat which
contract
were: Henry Alexander,
, syringa are in lull bloom. The fields
could be purchased; and that was’
> are a mosaic of daisies, hock week
scarce. The lack of meat was made John iNorth, Jr., David Patterson.
McLeen.
Samuel
Boogs.
' and devil's paintbrush, and ln
up by tallow—even that was doled ] John
1 vegetable gardens, produce Is making
out. The stock of cannon balls be Thomas Garven, James Howard,
' up for a backward spring.
gan to give oui, brick bats coated Thomas McCordy, John McCraken,
Leon S. Staples, superintendent of
with lead were used in their stead. Daniel Elliot, Thomas Gregg, John
I schools ln Stamford. Conn was a
Pestilence began. To add to the hor Malcom. Thomas Kirkpatrick, Wm.
! recent visitor at the home of his
ror within the city, all the poor, Walker. Wm. James, Daniel McCleester,
Thomas
Henderson.
James
father. C. S Staples; also Scott
helpless protestants, half starved
old men. women, and children who, Sprawl. David Creighton. Brice Blair,
Staples, treasurer of Rutherford,
Under 12 Years
had been left outside the walls were i Wm. Starret. Moses Young, John
N. J.
Oerald Beverage who has employ
driven by the enemy up to the walls Young. Robert Spear. Daniel Mori- j
ment with the Central Maine Power
j to be starved to death in the sight son. Alexander Larman (Lermond • I
Co., ln RocHand, was at horre last
of their countrymen. Instead of and John Scot.
weekend.
quelling the spirit of the besieged,
has made special arrangement
On page 53 of the "Annals of War
Dr. Daniel Woodman attended the
this piteous sight only roused them
with Downie Bros. Circus for
ren" Eaton says: "Sensible of the
Maine Medical Association meeting
to greater fury. An order was Is
benefits of similarity of custc^is and
all boys and girls under 12
at Rangeley.
sued that no man should utter the
national associations, Waldo deter
years old to get a Circus ticket
Randolph Scott and France* Dra kr are seen meeting the press In a
Mr and Mrs. Frank Beverage weie
word 'surrender' under pain of death.
mined to locate those of the same dramatic sequence of the powerful traffic romance, “And Sudden Death."
for 15 cents afternoon or eve
visitors last weekend at the home of
Grain was now doled out by the
origin in the same neighborhood, and
ning. The regular price is 25
—adv.
friends on 'he mainland.
mouthful. Salted hides were gnawed
accordingly this company (the first
The last morning service ln the
cents. Just read the coupon
to appease hunger. Dogs were eaten.
Frances Drake is a young, speed- Brown, when his car crashes a school
settlers of Warren) consisted wholly
The price of a whelp's paw was five
below and follow instructions.
. mad girl of the modern generation bus and kills a child. Because of his Thoroughfare Church for local resi
of natives of Ireland, or their im
shilling and six pence. Rats were
who has laughed off numerous traffle condition, she takes the wheel and dents will be Sunday, as the summer
mediate descendants. They were all
' eagerly hunted and greedily decitations and has always believed It pretends to have been driving. She is j colony will have the use of the buildfrom the north of Ireland, of the
Special Circus
I "couldn't happen to her.'' When she j convicted of manslaughter and sen- Ing from July 6 through Sept. 6.
, voured The whole city was poisoned
Protestant religion, and originally
Coupon
by the stench of the dead and half
tenced to the penitentiary in a trial Notice as to the meetings in thc old
descended from the Scottish families Is brought into police headquarters
i dead—yet the city held out.
in which her sweetheart appears church will be announced. At 10
again
for
speeding,
Scott,
a
young
(Boys-Under 12-Girls)
who emigrated to Ireland at an early
o'clock the ccming Sunday the pastor
"London having learned of Kirk's I
against her.
lieutenant,
attempts
to
convince
her
period, usually called Scotch-Irish. .
,
dalliance, positive orders were sent Some of them came over to thu | of the insanity of reckless driving. He
This coupon, with 15 cent*
A second dramatic smashup, follow will speak cn “Life's Most Important
I nlm that the city should be relieved I
succeeds, and at the same time a ro ing a police chase, prove* the means Factor and Force "; evening service
can be exchanged for one
July 28 the sun had Just set; the eve-! country with the company that set- mance begins between the two which of her release. The story closes with at 7:30. A group of nine met TiMSregular 25 cent Admission
tied at Londonderry and other ad
nlng sermon was over, when sentinels
Is short lived. Miss Drake is riding the romance headed for a happy end I day night at the church tor prayer.
Ticket to Downie Bros. Circus,
jacent towns in New Hampshire in
1 Announcement will be made Sunday
on
the
tower
saw
the
sails
of
three
with
her intoxicated brother, Tom ing—adv.
at the ticket office on show
1719. Others had been in the coun
as to continuation of this mid-week
ships
coming
up
the
river.
Notwith]
grounds.
try a short time, residing at Pema
service.
standing heavy bombardment from
quid, Portsmouth, Boston, and other
WEST ROCKPORT
Yon Must Have This Coupon
the shore, the boom was broken and 1
VINALHAVEN
adjacent towns In New Hampshire in
Friends in this village will meet to
I in a few hours the ships were at the
JACK HOXIE Fam out Western Screes Star
or Pay Full Admission Price.
GLEN COVE
Harry’ Sanborn who has been night. Saturday at the home of Mrs
76-78 ’ quay with their cargoes of cheese i 1719. Others had been in the country
a short" time, residing at Pemaquid. in town the past few days, returned
Gerald O. Beverage of North
M. A Fogler to give a farewell party
casks of beef, flitches of bacon,
Portsmouth, Boston, and other places Thursday to Portland.
Haven a recent graduate frem the
for Rev. and Mrs. G. F Currier.
sacks of peas and biscuits and ankers
along the coast."
POR7CLYDE
A communion service will be held U. of M. has entered the employ of
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn who
! of brandy.
It may be interesting to note that ‘
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. at the close of the worship period the Central Maine Power Co., and
Pupils in the grammar school who
“The • enemy's guns roared all
.... . .
. . . ...
....
. „ , .. .. t „ ... i nine of our presidents have been of
will work part time at the sut-staSlegred Beckman have returned to Sunday morning
iattained seven-point health certlfl- night; and all night the bells of the
,
..
Ulster-Scot extraction, Jackson. Polk,
Mrs Bessie Lamson of Boston ar- jtion here and ln Rockland.
n-flTe- Lucy
ijipv Breen.
sroon
ifarhorvn I city answered with peals of Joyous
]i e»tjw
cates were:
Katheryn
Eagle Island.
Buchanan. Johnson. Grant, Arthur.
Mr and Mrs. W. T. Fuller of
Andrews, Leah Andrews. Thelma Mil- defiance. For three days the batter
Miss Sara Bunker arrived Thurs rived Friday to be guest of the LamRockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
I ler, Myrtle Anderson. Margaret ies of the enemy continued to play, Harrison. McKinley. Wilson, and pos day from Ridgewood N. J., to spend sons for a short time.
sibly a tenth, Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bartlett of and Mr . Frank Fuller,
I Crouse. Edward Davis and Winston j but on the third night they withdrew
“A people which takes no pride in the summer with her parents Mr. Medford. Mass.. Mr. Bartlett's father i H. N. Brazier and C. E. Gregory atPease. Six points in health was 5 and the siege was over. It had lasted
the noble achievements of remote and Mrs. Nelson Bunker.
i tended Pomona Orange last Saturachieved by Gertrude Breen. In the 105 days, the most memorable siege
Miss Marietta Ingerson of Pearl and Mrs Emerson Sadler and son
ancestors
will
never
achieve
anything
t
day In Vlnafhaven.
Robert
of
Rockland
were
callers
Sun

primary school, seven-point children in the annals of the British Isles. It
River. N. Y.. arrived Thursday for a
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Wass and
were: Theo Hupper and Emery Sim was a contest, not between engineers, worthy to be remembered by remote season's visit with her mother Mrs. day at Miss Florence West's.
descendants."
Viola Plowman of Portland is with son. Arnold of Machias have been
mons; six-point. Doreen Hupper.
but between nations; and the victory
Sidney
Ingerson.
Aubigne L. Packard
recent visitors at the Woodward
remained with the nation which,
Mrs Cora Carlon of Waban, Mass., her aunt Mrs. Fred Collins Sr. for
home.
several
weeks
though inferior in number, was
SIMONTON
■ is guest of her nephew L. W. Lane
C. E. Oregory was present Friday
Miss
Glenys
Collins
Is
employed
at
superior in civilization, in capacity
| ( Mrs. Louise Wareham arrived toThe Farm Bureau meeting on
nlgn; a: an Odd Fellows mee'ing in
Bud's
Corner
store.
for self government, and in stubborn
| cay from Concord. N H., to spend I
"Restful Bedrooms" which was to
Mr and Mrs. Henry Lamson are Unity.
resolution."
j , the summer.
A.
B.
Crocker
have been held yesterday at the home
observing their 50th wedding anni
Mr. and Mrs. E. F Roberts :n of
• • • »
A. B. Vinal who passed the winter
of Mrs. Henrv Kontio. West Rock
versary Sunday but because Mrs. Nebraska have been recent guest* of
The Scottish people had been In
with his daughter, Mrs M P. Smith
port. has been postponed to Monday,
Let us saunter a little further
Lamson Is in 111 health, they are not Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Woodward Mr.
duced to settle In Ulster to bring
In Boston, returned home yesterday.
June 29.
afield
on
a
Saturday
in
June
and
go
planning
a special celebration. This Robertson it a missionary of tne
about a state of order and Industry,
Mrs. Pauline Young and family of
but in a blundering way. from the on board the S. S Mayflower (good Massachusetts are at Camp Restless is the second couple ln the village to Latter Day Saints Church.
observe a golden wedding this month.
Mr. and Mrs Mason Merrill have
very first they were made to suffer name* for a trip down Boston Har for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal having had had as visitors recently Mr. and Mrs.
by a repression of trade and com- bor. A little early yet for many of
Florence Collins of Dorchester, |
Harold Chase of Skowhegan.
' merce. The exportation of cattle to the folks to be moving shoreward. Mass. and Mildred Peppard of Cam theirs June 12.
Their
ship*
)
but
like
an
early
sea
voyage.
England was forbidden.
bridge Mass., have been recent guests
On our right as we leave the pier,
1 were treated as If belonging to
of Mr. and Mrs Raymond Webster.
; foreigners, and they were forbidden the Show Boat Is at her dock ready
Miss Shirley Bracey and Erland
TO
I to ship wool to any country except for the summer business. There is a Quinn of Eagle Island recently
light
air
about
the
southeast,
so
it
Is
1 England. Ruler after ruler muddled
PAY
visited Mr. and Mrs. Siegred Beck
! the situation. It remained for the very comfortable sitting In the sun man.
FOR
stodgy “Good Queen Anne" to put forward. We will Just Jot down a few
Among those attending the con
A
the proverbial last straw on the of the 50 islands ln the Harbor a* vention of the American Legion and
we
pass
by
them.
Governor's
on
lhe
camels back, by enforcing the
HOME
allied bodies at Lewiston this week
Sacramental Test Act i an oath of!le,ti with old Fort Winthrop. This are: L. B. Dyer. Mr and Mrs. Allston
allegiance) of 1704. which prevented Island is soon to be leveled off and Roberts and daughter Edith, Mrs.
We make loan* on the Direct Redaction Plan ol $1000.00 which
are rrpaid ln 139 month* at the rate of $10.00 per month. Loan* for
any Presbyterian holding an office, the soil dumped into the space be Victor Shields. Mrs Alfred Creed,
a longer term root leu* per month, or If you want a shorter term
tween it and the Boston Airport,
civil or military, under the Crown.
and Mrs. Everett Libby.
thr monthly payment la larger, oo in this way we can arrange a plan
thus
making
it
one
of
the
largest
ln
From that time and during the re
Miss Norma Macdonald is spend
to meet your need*. Loan* in any amaunt from $400.00 op to
mainder of Queen Anne's reign the the country.
$4000.00 in the same proportion.
ing a few days in Rockland.
Then Castle Island, on our right,
I Presbyterian ministers and their
Work is to start soon at the Leoj people were harassed almost beyond which we have described fully. Deer j pold quarries.
endurance. Many emigrated. Those Island Is a summer and a winter
Dancing tonight at The Blue Room
who crossed the seas from 1682-1712 resort for those citizens who so far with music by the Yankee Clippers.
settled chiefly ln the Middle Atlantic j forget themselves as to break the
_ _ will
_ be a ball game tomorrow
There
59S'!
States. The second tide of emigra- laws “ made and provided. Thomp- between the Jef(erson° A A and the
tion to America started In 1718. The ' 5005 on our right, (Farm School); Vina]haven chiefs.
exodus almost depopulated the 1 Spectacle, with a four-masted schoon- I
...»
country. The rents had been raised er on the t*acl,L top-masts sskew. I
St. John's Day Observance
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Knights Templar Commanderies in
by the landlords of the province. The unfit for sea service, and now doing
Service
Ta: Vinalhaven, North Karen, Stonington, Isle Au Haut.
leases had run out and large fines duty as a home for two people and a town Wednesday to celebrate St.
Swan'* Island and Frenehboro
dog
—
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to
the
end.
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Day
were:
Trinity
of
Augusta,
were levied for their renewal. The
(Subject
to Change Without Notice)
Next is Dix's Mate, of which so {Cony A Duncan, eminent command
people were unable to make the
many
stories
have
been
written.
It
heavy payments and were forced to
er; St. John's of Bangor. Charles
(Eastern Standard Tine)
leave the country. Such was the at It said that the bodies of criminal* Leonard, eminent commander; De
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June SOth to September 15th Inclusive
tachment between a minister and his were formerly displayed there as a Molay of Skowhegan. Jerome Cole,
Read Down
people, that entire congregations, led warning. Once supposed io have eminent commander; St. Omar of
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Daily Ex- Sunday
by their pastors left the country for comprised 12 acres, today It is only Waterville, J. Wallace West, eminent
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feet
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and
31
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Georges
ever. One such congregation found
commander; Palestine of Belfast; and
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Island, with Fort Warren, Lovell's, Camden Commandery of Camden,
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ed Londonderry, N H.
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One writer says, to quote exactly, Long, Rainsford, Moon. We turn Elmer True, eminent commander.
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“In the autumn of 1718, the not en sharp to starboard and pass by
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you ample proof that Oldstirely hospitable Puritans of the little Peddocks Island and land at Pem morial hall, where 600 Sir Knights, in
Readl'p
,
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1
berton.
cluding members of De Valois Com
town of Boston, watched curiously
mobile offers greater value . ..
From my own diary of 1882: May mandery, K. T., assembled.
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five ships anchoring in the harbor
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and later welcomed (not enthusias 16. left Gloucester for Nantasket
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cept Sunday Only
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Road.
A
brig,
barque,
steamer,
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panied by bands from Skowhegan,
tically) this first immigration of
AM. P.M. A.M.
AM. PM. P.M.
superb performance of this big,
Ulster Scots, a self respecting, self boat and six schooners were at, Belfast and Bangor, which furnished
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Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.45
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litter
place.
Thence
to
]
music
throughout
the
day.
In
spite
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30
reliant, Intelligent and forceful
low-priced car—its smoother,
people. Cotton Mather was their Block Island where we stayed nearly of the rain they gave a short parade
livelier power; its famous gliding
and played baseball at the School
friend
And they needed one in a week.
Here Is a bit of early history: Capt. street park, after which the Belfast
Puritan Boston, Congregational in
ride. Then, use the Compar-oIts theocratic government, while Roger Clap, after a tempestuous band gave a concert in Memorial hall.
graph to check Oldsmobile’s
Returning to Camden, a buffet
these ‘Scotch-Irish' were just as voyage of ten weeks duration from
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/'
strongly, not to say obstinately Pres Plymouth, England, arrived al Hull, lunch awaited them, followed by a
more and finer features —KneeRATESI
Boston harbor. May 30, 1630. He show at the Opera Houese.
byterian."
Jni0 ’$•■$*■$»
Action, Super-Hydraulic Brakes,
u Your hotel la BOSTON
* • • •
wrote: "When we came to Naniasket
This committee from De Valois
Because
of
this
more
or
less
hostile
Capt.
Squeb,
who
was
captain
of
Commandery
received
the
Sir
Knights
Solid-Steel “Turret-Top”, Safety
aooMi wr»» itra
attitude on the part of the earlier that great ship of 400 tons, would not on their arrival here: Past Command
rata*
Glass throughout—every mod
settlers these later arrivals pushed bring us Into Charles River, but put er C L Boman and Sir Knights G. A.
their way to the outskirts of civiliza us ashore, with our goods, on Nan- Lawry, L. B. Dyer and O. V. Drew.
ern fine-car feature; greater
RADIO
tion, where they had to contend con tasket Point." (Pemberton now),
Sixes $665 and up . . . Eights $810 and up,
SERVIDOR
lint at Lansing Special accessoryfiroupsexvalue for your money! Drive!
stantly with the Indians.
The Nantasket-Boston Steamboat
iDr. iR. L. Stratton will be at hls
tra. The car illustrated ia the Six-Cylinder
TUBS SHOWER
Touring Sedan $^2O list. A General Motors
In 1733, Samuel Waldo of Boston, Co., is one of the oldest steamboat Vinalhaven office from the arrival of
Compare! Convince yourself!
\
e.Moni
mentstosultyourpurse.
MANGER
“a gentleman of good capacity and lines in the country. Fifty years ago the boat Monday morning, June 29,
GENERAL MOTORS INSTALMENT PLAN
great activity" who owned a large there were the Boston and Hingham until its departure Wednesday morn
interest in the Muscongus patent Steamboat Co., and the Hingham, ing.—adv.
« NORTH STATION
*< STEP-/ratalTRAIN-fayeve ROOM*
(his portion later being called the Hull and Downer Landing Steamboat
Waldo Patent) was looking for sett Co., with many landings. Now only
"You want a Job as herring pack
lers. Some of the Scotch-Irish were two landings are made—Pemberton er? Have you had any experience?
WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME._____________
looking for a place to settle and after and Nantasket Beach.
"Yes, I've been a bus conductor."
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Miss Marion Riley who has em
Rev. L. E Watson went Monday to
Mrs. Alfred Hawes entertained the
The Scribblers Club will picnij
ployment at “Drift Inn” was recent Three and One Club Wednesday
Madison to take to their homes, his
Monday at the Karl cottage, Me
overnight guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. night. Honors at bridge were won
parents, and sister and two children
guntlcook Lake.
C Hocking.
who have been guests at the parson
by
Gertrude
Clarke
and
Ida
Hughes.
Miss Dorothy Daubel ot New York
Raymond Robinson of Thomaston
age for the past week.
Roy Miller is confined to his home
arrived Wednesday and ts staying for
has been visiting his grandmother, with a sprained ankle.
Mrs. Angie Fish is employed at H.
several weeks at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Ella Robinson.
| Z. Fuller's.
Principal William Thomas of Bid
Sarah Clough, Mechanic street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hocking and deford is in town for a few days.
i F. Thorndike and family of CamCapt. and Mrs. William Enos of
family recently enjoyed a motor trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley
! den were callers Sunday at the L. N.
Port Worth, Texas were recent guests
Mrs. Clyde Orant has moved into were Portland visitors Wednesday
Moody home.
of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam.
the Albion Caddy House.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wells of
Dr Irving Tuttle is on an extend
The Trytohelp Club meets Monday
The “Busy Bees," made up of Montpelier. Vt. are boarding at
ed fishing trip. Mrs. Tuttle is visitnight at the home of Mrs. Lena
primary and Junior children of the Robins Inn. Mr. Wells has employ
I ing in Rockland during his absence.
Tominski.
Sunday School, are receiving well- ment at the New England Dairies
Mrs. Grace Bliss of Massachusetts
In the absence of Rev. Z. Andrews,
earned praise for work they have Inc.
j called recently at A O. Pitman's and
Earle Acjiorn will preach at the
done to raise money to paint the
Mrs. Clarence Leonard was com- j
W. M. Newbert's.
morning and evening service at the
church. They went "over the top,” pllmented at a birthday party given J
Mrs. Edith Fuller who has been
Methodist Church next Sunday. Mr.
raising more than $100 for this fund, Wednesday by Mrs. Zena Nelson.
j
ill
with jaundice, is Improving.
Andrews accompanied his son Max
Mrs Gertrude Clarke and son
and Thursday night made their Joy
Carolyn Hart is guest at the home
to Boston for a tonsil operation.
known by the ringing ol the church Malcolm of Ellsworth are guests of
of her grandfather in Lincolnville.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and daugh
her parents Mr. and Mrs H. L. Rob
bell.
Hayden Z Fuller is ill with measles
ter Dorothy arrived yesterday from
School closed here June 19, and bins.
Several friends and neighbors
Roxbury, called by the illness of her
Mr. and Mrs Richard Gordon are
with friendc and parents, the
gathered
at the home of Mr. and
mother. Mrs. Minnie Weed.
at
their
new
home
in
the
Ames
children enjoyed a picnic at "Drift
Mrs. Earl Sprowl last Saturday night
The Baptist Ladles' Circle will hold
apartment.
Inn."
for a house warming and shower. A
an all-day session Wednesday at
Mrs. Charlotte Hawes invited these
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brown and
pleasant evening was spent and the
the vestry. This week the Circle met1
guests
to
a
picnic
Monday
night
at
i Mrs. Lillian Brown called on friends
JUNE
ONLY
young couple received many useful
with Mrs. E. E. Ingraham at her,
Seven Tree Lake: Mrs Charles Ler
I here Tuesday.
gifts.
camp at Norton's Pond, with 24 ’
mond.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Hughes.
Mrs.
Alexander Hathorn is building a
members present.
Harold
Fossett,
Mrs.
Clarence
Leon

1
sail
boat.
CENTRAL
/A
AI
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Flashing out of thr pages of Oui da's immortal drama of the French
POWia^COMSAMT
The Copper Club was entertained Foreign Legion comes “Under Two Flags" to star Ronald Colman with
GROSS NECK
Lucy Robinson has returned home ard. Mrs Gertrude Clarke and Miss
•«r
Thursday at an all day session at the j Claudette Colbert in roles that carry these two great stars to greater ! from Waldoboro where she visited Ida Hughes.
Harry W. Creamer was a Portland
Miss Laura Robbins returned
home of Mrs Marlon Cash in Rock heights.—adv.
her sister.
71-78 visitor last Tuesday.
land.
Thursday
from
Portland
Sally Robinson entertained her
Miss Virginia Creamer of Broad
Vernon House of Long Island
Miss Lillian Brann returned Satur Telling the story of a man who is , Russell. When Colman’s commander, Sunday 8chool Class Wednesday
Cove
has been guest of her sister Mrs.
brought
back
from
self-imposed
doom
Victor
Mclog'.en.
finds
that
this
solat
the
Knickerbocker
Studios
for
the
owners
and
those
interested
in
the
N Y„ has Joined his family at thc
day from Reading, Mass , to spend
night.
dier stands between him and Miss Col
Clayton Littlehale.
winter.
•
cemetery
are
invited
to
attend.
home
of
Dr.
H.
H.
Plumer.
the summer vacation at her home on by the love of a woman, the new pic
The Indies Aid is serving a baked
bert, he makes every effort to destroy
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Jobin of
Mrs. Wilbert Gove of Eagle visited
Mrs Bessie Stephenson attended a
Vernon Ripley entertained several
West street.
ture affords Colman and Miss Colbert hls subordinate by placing him in bean supper at the Grange Hall, July
Michigan have opened their cottage
J
Mrs
Electa
Wood
recently.
covered
dish
luncheon
Wednesday
at
young
friends
at
a
birthday
party
Mrs Ralph Blakeley and daughter the
opportunlUe4 of thelr un.
2 from 5:30 to 7 daylight. The supper
pests of danger. The thundering cli
Mrs. Mabel Powers is employed at j here for the summer.
Miss Barbara Richardson have rewill be followed by an entertainment Tuesday night at the home of Wil Mrs. Cora Calder's in Camden.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Richards
usual screen careers. She is a hoy- max shows how a Legion attack,
the
Island Country Club.
turned from a week's visit with
under the direction of Charles A. liam Dornan.
denish child of the desert., madly ln headed by Miss Colbert rescues ColI Miss Marvel Snowden and Hazel and children recently visited Mr
Mrs
Elizabeth
Hawes
and
daugh

friends at Matinlcus.
SUNSET
love with the charming Colman, but1 man from the tortures of the Arabs — Lundell. who has been summering at ters Edith. Cora and Sybil returned
I Warren recently visited relatives Richards' parents Mr. and Mrs
Mrs W. L. Ballard and Mr. and ;
| Friendship for several seasons. Mr
Samuel Richards of Friendship
he in turn gives his heart to Rosalind adv.
here.
The
Triangle
Club
of
Bangor
spent
Tuesday
from
a
two
weeks'
trip
In
Mrs Maynard Graffam are spending,
j Lundell comes from New York where
Miss Villa Stahl of Broad Cove was
I
Mrs.
Mabel
Powell
and
daughter
last Saturday night at The Firs.
the weekend with Delmont Ballard j
’ he has been a professional pianist the Middle West.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snowden and Priscilla and son John of Hyde Park a visitor at the home of Mrs Eldora
at Yarmouth.
I Currier during hls pastorate lie re and session the remainder of the time and organist for 20 years. He will
Mr and Mrs. Fred Burkett are
Gross recently.
Mr and Mrs Roy Brann and son in oth*r parishes.
I was devoted to sewing. A repast was J be assisted in the entertainment by visiting relatives in Portland. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cole recently spent the weekend at their cottage.
Miss Barbara Oenthner has re
|
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
Raynes
and
On
behalf
of
the
church
Mr.
'
sen
ed
by
the
hostess,
assisted
by
spent
a
day
in
Castine.
John are at the home of his sister, i
Mrs. Lundell. formerly a member of Burkett is also attending the horse
turned home after visiting relatives
family
of
Hyde
Park
passed
a
few
Mr.
and
Mrs
Gerald
Eaton
have
Mrs
Walker
presented
a
gift
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Olivia
Hoffses
laces
at
Old
Orchard
Beach.
Miss Lillian Brann. while
the Metropolitan Opera Co. There
ln Camden.
Luther Wotton and Llewellyn
The annual mowing bee at Lake- rented part of Vivian Lufkin's house days at their cottage recently.
Brann is recovering from a surgical, ^rs Currier. Sandwiches, cake and
will also be local talent in the enterMiss Addle Geele returned Sunday
Mrs
Jack
Olllahan
of
New
York
James
Knowlton
arrived
Saturday
Oliver
were
day
visitors
recently
in
view
cemetery
will
be
held
July
1
if
punch
were
sened
in
charge
of
Mrs.
operation.
. tainment.
from
the Maine Oeneral Hospital.
____________
stormy the next pleasant day. Lot from New York after being employed arrived Saturday.
J. Carlton Davis has returned from Maud Walker and Mrs. Ella Over Rockland.
Mrs
M
Spear
and
Miss
Alice
Broas
'
A
nrUVYHO
a few weeks’ business trip to Boston. lock with Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. Mrs.
of Chevy Chase are at tlieir cottage
Wt2>l WALLKJfcwJKU
Sendees Sunday at the Baptist Leona Salisbury. Mrs Ray Eaton
for
the
season.
Eugene
Winchenbach was a memChurch will open with church school and Miss Cora Whitney as waitresses
Mrs. Eva Mooers. Mrs Oertrud’ ber of the graduating class of the
at 10 o'clock, followed by service of
Oliver. Miss Nellie Davis and John Bangor School of Commerce which
worship at 11. with special music by
FRIENDSHIP
Mitchell attended an Eastern 8tar held commencement exercises re
chair; sermon. “Tenants in Trust '.
meeting Wednesday in Thomaston ’ cently.
Mrs. Courtland Brarkett and two
At the evening service at 7:30 Rev.
Work was conferred on two candiMrs Lilia Standish has been ill and
O. F. Currier will preach his fare children of New Harbor are visiting dates and supper served to 100 guests attended by Dr Hahn of Friendship
well sermon, subject. “The Life Mrs Brackett's parents. Mr and Mrs.
and members
1 Mr and Mrs Dawe>' Winchenbacn
Abundant." prayer meeting Thurs- i B A Murphy....
I and daughter Eleanor were visitors
day at 7:30.
Miss Margaret Simmons recently
last Saturday in Augusta.
i
Ella D. C
j Mrs Carr(e winchenbach has emA Republican get-together will • sustained a sprained ankle,
I
take place Monday at 2 p. m., at the
Mrs
Frank Foster and two
In the death of Ella <Davlsi widow piOyment m Washington,
home of E Stewart Orbeton. West children arrived Saturday and will of Austin B Cook which occurred
Miss Florence Creamer is visiting
Rockport.
j oocupy their summer cottage, The last Saturday at her home here, this her grandmother Mrs Etta Creamer I
• • • •
Beechnut, for the season.
community in which she was a life- and aunt A*nes Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs Alton Wlnchenbach
High Honors Received
'f Mrs Evelyn Durand of New York
long resident, and the surrounding I
and son James were Rockland vlsltThis item which recently appeared who is spending the summer with
towns where she was well known.' ors Wednesday.
ln a Durham. N C newspaper will be Mrs. Daisy Simmons, has been ill.
have
lost a devout Christian and a
Irvine Genthner of Broad Cove has
read with Interest by friends here: but is slowly Improving.
^17
bought
the late Lincoln Eugley place
true
fri?nd
who
had
endeared
her

Mr
and
Mrs
Albion
Wotton
enter

“Dr. John F Reed was among the
Misses Althea Kaier and Rosalind
recent graduate students at Duke tained their children, grandchildren self to the hearts of all.
She was the daughter of the late | Kaier were Portland visitors last Sat
University, to receive the Ph D. de and great-grandchildren Sunday in
urday.
honor
of
Fathers
Day.
gree In Botany.
Capt. Benjamin B. and Elizabeth D.
The farm owned by the late Mrs
Miss Virginia Bums is in New Bed (Jameson! Davis and attended the
"He received hls bachelor's degree
Warren
Creamer has been bought by
from Dartmouth College and was ford to visit her father who is criti public schools In this town. Oct. 18
Mr. Smith of Massachusetts.
awarded the highest fellowship cally ill.
1873 she was united In marriage to f
Sidney Creamer is doing carpenter
given by that Institution. He thap, The Pythian Sisters held an ice Austin B Cook and of this union
work for Mrs Frances Qulner at
cream
sale
Monday
night
at
their
took up his university work at Dure.
was bom one son. Clarence, who died
Geneva Oct. 6. 1876 There are no surviving Dutch Neck
That his work has been exceptional hall with fine results.
Misses Esther Aulis and Martha
is attested by the following honjgs | Thompson. Annie Doe and Florence relatives. Mrs. Cook Joined the
Winchenbach visited Wednesday in
Burns
served
on
the
committee.
which he has received: Phi Beta
Methodist Episcopal Church In 1905
Miss Lola Burns who has been and was a faithful member. She Rockland.
Kappa, highest scholastic honorary
Mrs Walter Kaier and son Bennie
fraternity, full membership in Sigifc passing a vacation with her mother. served as president of the Ladies Aid
and Mrs. Walter Stover called on
XI. national honorary science fra- Mrs. Phoebe Burns, returned home for several years, and was secretary
ternlty and membership in Phi I Sunday, accompanied by her mother of that organization at the time of Mrs. Fannie Waltz Sunday at the
home of Mrs. Levi Turner in Thom
Sigma national honorary botany' »ho then went to New Bedford, her death; The Sunday School was
fraternity.
Mass., to visit her son. Cleveland also served by her In the latter aston.
"Dr. Reed addressed the Society,.of . Burns, who is critically ill.
capacity. .
SWANS ISLAND
Foresters at Duke this year. His
Ered Oray of Greenville. Tenn.. is
Her Church and her home were
Mrs Andrew Smith is spending a
thesis on “The Root and Shoot here for the summer.
ever uppermost in her mind, and be
Orowth of Loblolly and Short-I*/' At • Part>' tf»w Monday r.Ight-at ing of helpful nature, no task was too vacation with her daughter. Mrs
Pine in Relation to Certain Envirftrt-< »he Lawry cottage. Forest Lake, by great nor request too small to re- ( Franklin Wood in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Stinson are
mental Factors" will be publislt|(tjj Miss Eda Lawry, 30 were present ceive her prompt attention. She was
goon
; Games, cards and dancing were the a woman of broad mind, cultured, passing the summer in Rockland
“Dr. Reed is the son of Mr. and, features of the evening. Refresh- and refined. After the death of her where Mr 8tinson has employment
Mrs. Laurence Snell of Kennebunk
Mrs Marshall E. Reed of Roxbury.' m«‘nts were served and a delightful husband. Nov. 29. 1933. she made her
'
recently
visited her mother Mrs.
Maine, and is a graduate ol Stephana
enjoyed
home for a time with Capt. and Mrs.
The Girl and Boy Scouts went Melvin Lawry who later moved to Nettie Milan for a few days.
High School. Rumford Mrs
Mrs. Frank Bridges entertained the
and her mothe?, Minnie A. We^l, Tuesday night to Warren where they her house, giving Mrs. Cook every
Rockport, attended the commence presented the play. "Raspberry Red" attention and care. During the last Methodist Ladies' Aid Thursday at
Nowhere eke in the world will you find
ment exercises at Duke On their given recently ln this community. two months of her illness they were | her home.
'/CHEVROLfT
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stanley of
return they were accompanied hy Attendance was large and the young by her side constantly.
trucks that will give you such great
Minturn have moved to the home of
FOR ECONOMICAL
Dr Reed's sister. Dorothy A. Used, actors and actresses felt well repaid
Funeral services were held at the
TRANSPORTATION
pulling power at such low prices as the
( Methodist Episcopal Church, the Mr. Stanley's mother Mrs Ina
who is a student at Duke."
M for their efforts.
Mrs Warren Hoffses who has had pastor. Rev. William Lewis officiat Stanley.
J5-,!
• • • • •
new 1936 Chevrolet!
Mrs. Everett Gross recently spent a
several months' employment at the ing. The beautiful floral tributes
Farewell To Baptist Pastor
home of Dr. Frank Putnam ln Bos were tokens of the esteem bestowed week with her daughter Mrs. Wil
Nowhere else in the world will you find trucks that
Friends of Rev. and Mrs. G F. ton. has returned home.
liam Babson in Blue Hill.
arc
so extremely economical for all-round duty!
by
her
church
and
close
friends.
The
Currier met at the Baptist vestry
Misses Betty Snell and Margo
Mrs. Clara Gay and Dora Gay are 1 bearers were John Mitchell. Ray
NEW HIGH-COMPRESSION
Thursday night to tender them,/k occupying their cottage at Martin's
Snell of Kennebunk are making their
And
nowhere
else
in
the
world
will
you
find
trucks
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE
Winchenpaw, Albion Wotton and
farewell reception and to wish theta Point.
I summer home with their grandNEW PERFECTED
Oranville
Brow.
Interment
was
in
with such outstanding performance, comfort and with inrrriaed horee|>owcr, increased
"Ood speed as they enter upon new
' mother Mrs Nettle Milan.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wallace of
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
fields of labor." The affair was spon Massachusetts are guest of the for the Village cemetery where commit- : Miss Irma Morse is a patient at
safety features as a Itigh-Compression Valve-in- torque, greater economy in gaa and oil
always equalized for quick, unswerving,
sored by the church of which Mr, mer's mother. Mrs. Addison Wallace. I tai services were held.
I the Maine Oeneral Hospital, Port
"straight line” stops
Head Engine, New Perfected Hydraulic Brakes,
Currier has served as pastor five
land.
Capt. Aick Mrs. Melvin Lawry mo
Full-Floating Rear Axle and new Full-Trimmed
years.
Freeman Staples is able to be
tored Wednesday to Rockland.
Splendid Opportunities
In the receiving line with Mr. and
about
again
after
sustaining
serious
I)e
Luxe Cab, at Chevrolet’s remarkably low prices!
Sunshine Club met Wednesday
are continual
Mrs. Currier were Deacon and Mrs. with Miss Eda Lawry at Forest Lake.
ly open to graduates ot our school,
injuries to his foot and leg.
NEW FULLthe largest tn New England. Every
Arthur K. Walker. Deacon and Mrs.
The summer colony in Atlantic is
See these trucks and commercial cars at your nearest
Carl Forbes and brother of Massagraduate In 1933 was placed. Op
TRIMMED
portunities
In
1936
should
be
better.
William Whitney, Deacon and Mfi. -chusetts were at the Putnam cottage
being well represented
Fully equipped kit given absolutely
Chevrolet dealer’s . . . have a thorough demonstra
DE
LUXE
Charles Marston, Rev H. S. Kilborn last weekend and also called on Mr
free Reasonable tuition. Write for
Miss Jennie B. Lutz of Harrisburg,
CAB
free
booklet.
tion . . . convince yourself that they’re thc world's
of Thomaston. Rev. Corwin Olds and and Mrs. Winthrop Whitney.
Pa . is guest at the Trask House for
with clear-vision
FULL-rLOATING REAR
HUB ACADEMY
Miss Jessie Olds of Rockland and
Mrs . Roscoe Simmons, daughter
the season.
thriftiest
high-pouvred trucks and therefore the trucks
Of flair and Beauty Culture 161
instrument panel
AXLE
Massachusetts Avenue. Boston Ap
Earle Achorn.
Miss Bessie E. Kost and Miss VirGeneva and Mrs. Maurice Simmons
for safe control
proved by State of Maine.
for you!
with
barrel
type wheel liearinga
Following the reception a program were Rockland visitors Wednesday.
' ginia L. Kost of Harrisburg. Pa, are
on
ljj-ton
model*
CHEVROLET
MOTOR
COMPANY,
DETROIT.
MICHIGAN
under the direction of Miss Feme
spending the summer at their cot
Edgar Willard of New York has
Whitney, was presented with these been guest at the Mitchell home for
tages here.
OENERAL MOTORS INSTALLMENT PLAN—MONTHLY PAYMENT8 TO SUIT YOUR PURSE
numbers: Selections by church a few days.
Capt. Edwin Joyce died June 16
orchestra. Miss Arlene Tomlnskf-ai
at his home ln Atlantic. Capt. Joyce
Mrs. Elizabeth Rinehart and chil
the piano; readings. Mrs. E.lza dren of New York have arrived at
had been in ill health for several
AND UP. I.ist price o] the half-ton chassis at Hint, Michigan.
JOnes; vocal duet, Mrs. Geraldine their cottage for the summer.
years and during the last few months
Special equipment extra. Prices quoted in this advertisement
Dow and Ernest Whitney; Mrs.
suffered greatly. He is survived by
Capt. Orrin Burns was in Boston
are list at Hint, Michigan, and subject to change without notice.
his wife Mary, and three daughters
Clara Lane, accompanist; piano solo. on a business trip recently.
Vera Easton. Remarks were made
Mrs Phillip Moore of Bernard, Mrs.
The Methodist Ladies Aid was
by Mr. Kilborn. Mr. Olds, Rev J. i pleasurably entertained Wednesday
Fred Foster of Massachusetts and
Mrs. Cleveland Dunham of this place
MacDonald of the Rockland First afternoon at th6 home of Mrs. Wil
Deceased was a member of the Bap
Baptist Church, Rev. Marstaller of bur Morse, with 14 present. A poem
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
tist Church. Services were at the
the Littlefield Memorial and Mr. was read by Mrs. Hattie Wotton in
home last Thursday Rev. J. Bryden
mory of a deceased member, Mrs.
Achorn, each speaking . feelingly
Barker’s Garage, Union
Pcaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
officiating.
a D. Cook. After a brief business
their associations with Mr. and

towards anv

ELECTRIC

"At

CHEVROLET TRUCKS
r

A

NOWHERE ELSE IN THE WORLD
will you find a truck with all these features
at such low prices

*360

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

I

JOYOUS CLASS REUNION

THOMASTON
The annual flower show of the
Garden Club, will be held Tuesday
afternoon, at the Congregational
vestry’. Many varieties of flowers
will be on exhibition and will In
clude: Pelny blooms; miniature
flower arrangements; mixed bou
quets; fruit and flowers arranged on |
a tray; wild flowers or old-fashioned !
flowers ln old-fashioned containers; !
wild flowers by Pine Cone Troop,
Girl Scouts; roses; low flowers ar- i
ranged not exceeding six inches in
height; a special feature will be the ,
shadow’ boxes and an exhibition ofJ
potted plants. The Club extends an 1
invitation to anyone who grows'
flowers and potted plants who would ,
like to exhibit them to notify the j
chairman, Mrs. James E. Creighton,.
and if they have no was of getting j
them to the Church the folowers will
be called for the returned.
Mrs. Mary Parker Clapp and Miss
Dora Bums, R. H.. who have been
at Mrs. John Hewett's since Tuesday
returned to Kingston. N. Y.. Tues- i
day. They Were accompanied by I
Miss Harriet Rose, of Dorchester,
Massachusetts, who was guest of Mrs.
John Creighton, meantime, and Mrs.
Clapp's sister, Mrs. Carrie Williams.1
who visited Mrs. Clara Williams, and
was returning to her summer home
at Woodville, Mass.
Miss Anna Fessenden, of Newtonville. Mass., who arrived several days
ago to open the family home on
School street for the summer, was
joined Tuesday by her mother. MM.
Allda Fessenden, and another sister,
Miss Florence Fessenden.
Joseph U. Teague, of North Wey
mouth. Mass., is spending a few days
with Rev. and Mrs H. S Kilborn,
Hyler street.
• • • V
Richard F. Dooley, son of Mr and
Mrs. Frank J. Dooley, of Arlington,
Mass., and nephew of Miss Katherine
Donohue, of this town was a member
of the graduating class of the Junior
High School Centre at Arlington,
and was the only boy ln a class num
bering over 100 to be graduated as an
honor student. At the commence'
ment exercises he delivered an essay
on "The Citizen Forms His Govern
ment.” Whqn younger. Richard fre
quently visited his aunts here and
continues to summer in Maine at
Camp Maranacook.
Mrs. Marian Williams entertained
Mrs. Ida Parks, Mrs. Nellie Bean.
Mrs. Susie Newbert and Mrs Jessie
Kalloch at a chicken dinner Thurs
day. guests being old time friends of
her mother, the late Mrs. Iantha
Dow.
Services at the Baptist Church
Sunday will be Bible School at 9:45;
morning worship at II; the speaker.
Frederic Frederickson, colporteur
representative of the American Tract
Society of New York City. The
music at this service will include;
Anthem. The Coice in the Wilder
ness," John Prindle Scott, solo.
Alfred M. Strout; anthem, "My
Faith In Thee." Wesley O'Hara;
response from “Ood Is a Spirit,"
Bennett. At the evening service at
7 o'clock Mrs. Carl R. Oray, of
Omaha. Neb., and Pleasant Point,
will be the speaker.
• • • •
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Legal Notice

THEATRE

In Everybody’s Column ♦
stt
TO LET
;
9t***'**,**,*‘*»***»****l9

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Advertisements In this column not to
Thomaston High School. Class of
Whereas Rockland Land Company, a exceed three lines Inserted ones for 25
corporation organized and exlatlng cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl
1891, Dines And Reminisces—Local
under the laws of the 8tate of Maine tional lines five cents each for one time
FURNISHED second floor apartment
School History Reviewed
and located at Rockland In the County 10 rents for three times. Six words to let at 14 Masonic street.
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
75*77
of Knox and State ot Maine, by a cer make s line.
tain mortgage deed, dated February 1.
TWO
nicely
furnished
modern
rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Andrews,
TUESDAY. JUNE 30
1929, and recorded In Khox County
to let Gentlemen preferred. 28 Masonic
Registry of Deeds. Book 220. Paw 362 >t
street.
77-79
Denver. Col., entertained the class of
conveyed
to the Security Trust Co.,
“Silly Billies”
banking corporation duly chartered and I 1
ANO pOIlNlJ I
SIX-room
furnished
apartment
v’tlh
1881, Thomaston
High School,
organized under the laws of the State . IsWkJ I flitD 1 UUI1D * bath to let for summer months. Apply
WHEELER and WOOLSEY
ot Maine and having a place of bust- »*««.***«.**«**** 23 Water St. City.
77*7#
Wednesday night at a banquet at
ness at Rockland. Knox County. Maine. |
several lots or parcels cf land situated : BOSTON Terrier lost, black and
HOUSES at Crcsent Beach for summer
THURSDAY. JULY 2
Knox Hotel. The tables were beauti
75*77 furnished, or for the year. Nine rooms
in Rockland In the County of Knox and
n ' tail Phone 1048-WK
State
of
Maine,
and
bounded
and
des

and
modern Improvements Terms reas
“The Country Doctor”
fully decorated with flowers from the
PINK dresa lost between Fulton and onable Tel. ROSE HILI, FARM. 292-R
cribed as follows, viz:
Llmerock streets. Rockland. MRS EARL or write R L EMERY. 170 Mt Vernon
FIRST
Beginning
on
the
south
side
THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
gardens of Mrs Leon Leighton. Mrs.
. 77*79 Bt . Winchester. Ma. s________
of Park Street and the west side of SAY WARD Tel 585
73-78
and JEAN 1IERSHOLT Richard O. Elliot and Mbs Frances
Ell?.nnv8tL^i,Jn,h’.,1l„^H,CkUrt.d;.,rthp«rk
notice Is hereby given of the Joss of
POWER
lawn
mower,
Jacobsen
wratBFly
along
the
south
tide
of
I
ark
deooslt
book
number
4587
and
the
Matinee 3.00 P. M.
KtPMkt
. numoer -430/ ana me Junior model. Ideal for small estate,
Street tn
to thA
the Mstarlv
easterly linn
line nf
of rirlvewav
driveway
of said book asks for duplicate ln used only short time, first class condi
Shaw.
! leading to Knox County Grain Com owner
accordance
with
the provisions of the tion. cost $200. will sell at low price.
pany; thence southerly along the easter State Low SECURITY
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah
CO.. Write B. care Courler-Oazette, 68-S-tf
FRIDAY, JULY 3
ly line of said driveway to land of Rockland. Maine ENSIONTRUST
OTIS. Re
FOUR rooms to let of my farm house
I Knox County Oraln Company; thence ceiver.
B
Fales
(Lena
Adams',
Rockland;
71-8-77
Mrs. Robertson served dinner. The easterly bv line of said Knox County
“Three On a Trail”
at Morse's Corner. Thomaston. Me
Ood moves tn a mysterious way
Hls wonders to perform:
Ele.-trlclty
available. Rent $5 per month.
Oraln
Company;
thence
southerly
by
Mrs Eva Burkett Marsh. Mrs James
time was passed quickly with conver the west line of land of said Knox
WM. BOYD, JIMMY ELLISON
He plants hls footsteps In the sea
Address. GEORGE E
REDMAN. 31
Studley (Gertie Davis', Mr. and
And rides upon the storm
County drain Company to ‘ the north
Main fit.. Thomaston. Me
76-78
sation and fancy work.
—Cowper
line of laud of Maine Central P.allroad;
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot tVinnie Dow),
FOUR-room tenement to let or for
SATURDAY, JULY 4
All ringside seats here were taken thence easterly along the north line of
a • « •
sale. 910 a month; may buy with small
of Maine Central Railroad to the
Miss Nellie A. Gardiner and J Mur
Picture To Be Announced Later
down payment and remainder as rent.
for the Max Schmeling-Joe Louis land
Matinlcus Rock
westerly line of Union Street; thence
Oarden all growing C F PRESCOTT
ray Miller, this town; Mrs. Marynortherly along the west line of Union
fight.
75-77
We are glad to see blue sky anil
BICYCLE wanted for girl 7 years old. 29 Prescott St. Tel 489-W
Street to place of beginning, together
SPECIAL—$10 given away each Parker Clapp, Kingston, New York;
Summer visitors are few and far with buildings thereon
Must be In good condition, and cheap
THREE-room furnished apartment to
Saturday night ln three prites
sunshine after the long spell of fog
W.
BUTLER.
City,
Tel
let.
with
bath:
rent
reasonable
ANNE
Miss Harriet E. Rose, Dorchester.
SECOND: One half ln common and for cash. W
This week the 3d prize is $16
76*78 V. FLINT. 32 School St., Tel. 883-W
The rain was needed very much as between so far. but picnics are on full undivided of lot of land beginning nt | 603-M
75*77
77-78 Mass, Miss Emma Stackpole, South it has been a long time since we had swing despite the fact that fog and a point on the south side of Park Street
MIDDLE-aged house keeper wanted, at
nnd
the
easterly
corner
of
land
now
oc

Thomaston; Mrs. Addle Tucker MeTHREE-room furnished apartment to
76-78
chilly weather have prevailed
cupied by A M Moody; thence southerly 16 South St
any out here.
let over AAP Lafayette Square. <4 week,
the easterly line ot land of said
Auley, Camden; Dr. and Mrs. Her
Robert Sterling. Jr., convalescing. along
OARAGE mechanic wanted
Ref also 3 room and bath unfurnished 93 50
First Assistant H. A. Ball went to
Moody to land of Maine Central Rail erences
Members are also asked to take own 1 bert H Plumer. Union; Mr and Mrs
vveek MIKE ARMATA____________ 73-tf
required
APPLY
FRIENDSHIP
is receiving callers at his home here. road; thence easterly along the north OARAOE. Friendship
77-lt
dishes. On the committee are: Mrs. charlfs
Portsmouth. N. H.; Matinlcus recently for mail and sup
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
line of land of Maine Central Rail
Late
radio
news
Friday
night
last
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
road to land of Rockland Wholesale
OIRLS second hand bicycle wanted call
Nellie Orff. Mrs Nettle Robinson. and
H g Kllborn of thls town, plies.
FLYES OARAGE
7i-tf
Grocery
CO.:
thence
north
along
the
be ln good condition R A. HALL.
Mrs Esther Ames. Mrs. Carl Young week brought to us the sad ending of westerly Mne of land of Rockland Whole Must
Mrs. Ruby Hall and Mrs. Hilda S. as speclal guest
50 Mechanic street
77*lt
FOR summer months.
furnished
sale
Orocery
Co
to
Park
Street;
thence
apartment to let: 6 rooms and bath
Keyes.
“During the banquet, letters were Miss Clements and Richard Ames what to 16 children was to have been westerly along the south line of Park
CASH for stamp collections, accumula Inquire 23 Water St.
72-tf
one of the dayes to go down on their Street to place of beginning
tions. old envelopes with stamps used
Mrs. Harriet James and Miss F.1 i read from Miss Gertrude Brown, of were visiting at the station recently
THREE or four furnished rooms to let.
THIRD
One
fourth
In
common
and
before
1890
WALTER
EMERSON,
of
Rachel Robinson has returned memory page as an outstanding undivided of the lot of land now oc Chicago, for short time st 23 Second gas. furnace, bath, garage, rent reasonArdelle Coan. of Brookline. Mass., Washlngton. D C„ Mrs Martha
77*lt able. 136 Talbot Ave______________ 72-tf
home from Searsport where she at- Pleasure. How quickly the picture cupied by Rockland Vulcanizing Works 8t Bangor. Maine
on the south side ot Park Street and
are visiting Mrs. May Cottam.
(Crawford' Mathews, of New Brittan.
TWO rooms small pantry, bath and
tended High School
changed for those children in the the west side of Brick Street being that
POULTRY wanted, top prices paid foe hed. furnished $4
week. vacant
The Sewing Club met Wednesday Conn and Dr Marcena P Smilh.
your
poultry.
POST
A
BLAU.
Union,
portion
of
Lot
no.
1
remaining
that
has
une
14 DELIA YORK. JU Pleasant 8t
Second Assistant W ■. Thompson boat at Oardner Lake when the not heretofore been conveyed ln ac76-78 City. Tel 904-J
ac I Main St , Tel 526-M
for dinner at the Friendly House. wlck of
and an endearing
70-tf
and family have been ashore for a lives of 12 went out beyond all reach! cordance with plan of Geo. W Berry
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
afterward going to the home of Miss ^lephone message from MUs Ndlie
and Heirs of A G. Luce 1876: Also one- : A young girl wanted for housework, to
few days Thelr daughter Pauline Our sympathy ls extended to all con- fourth ln common and undivided of lob- ,go home ntghte MRS MARY BURKETT modern Apply at CAMDEN 8t ROCK
75-tf LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
Helen L. Carr, for aewlng. This get- A pales. Scores of telegrams of con68-tf
no. 9 and no. 10 as designated on said I 75 Broat’ 8t • Tel b69 M
returned home with them. Mrs nected ln this sad ending.
I P>»b
TWO furnlahcd rooms with bath to
tegether was to compliment Miss gratulatlons from business associates
Thompson has a new electric radio
Mr and Mrs R T- Sterling and
fourto: One fourth In common and
J?c‘ook or’houw’work for 1ft FOSS HOUSE, Tel 330________ 67-tf
Anna Dillingham, who has Just re- and frlends from
were re lamp, and 1$ the first to enjoy an Mrs F O. Hilt attended funeral serv- ^^ud on «id pK, of Heira tf A
WrUe "xw“
Coui'*'A
TO be vacant June 15. house, all
lamp,
and
1$
the
first
to
enjoy
an
r
vr.
«wi
*
’
*•*'*«
“
‘
”
[designated
on
said
plan
u.
nr„.
u,
„
Oazette
turned here after a winter spent ln ceived by the host
electric ltaht here
for Miss Nancy Sterling at the O Luce as made In I888N0 1. no 14 ________________________________ 75*77 modern. Including oil burner: with
I
wish
to
hire
ln
July
or
po«.ibly
buy
;
,ar«e J°2tr
Cor Broadway
electric
ugnt
nere
.
to
19
Inclusive,
no.
34
and
35,
no
as
to
Beach Bluff. Mass Others ln the
class of
entered Thomaston
________
small cabin Bailing bdat for two. Reply
S??111?,.-V ™
The keepers are busy painting anti heme of her grandparents. Mr. and | 44 inclusive
party were: Mrs. G. C. Hopkins, of High
wUh
members; two
And whereas the conditions of aaid , Boat, care Courler-Oazette_______ 74*79 STUDLEY. 283 Main St. TeL 1154 or330
cleaning which have been delayed by Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peaks mortgage Bave been broken:
MEN wanted to train for positions in —■ ■ --------- —---------------------- - ---- ----Rockland. Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn. ww addcd ln the
year and
' Island. The services were largely atNow. therefore, by reason of tlie th Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
SMALL apartment now available
so 'much fog
breach
of
the
conditions
thereof,
the
Wrtte iSmiOERATION
MRS A H JOKES. 5 Talbot Ave Tel
Mrs Charles B. Singer. Mrs Lee W 13
diplomas. There were
tended and the profusion of floral undersigned Security Trust Co . owner I courlcr-dazf tte
• • • •
72-tf
77*79
,
™
Walker. Mrs. Frank D Elliot. Mrs but four graduates absent: Miss
said mortgage by the hand of Ensign
pieces were silent memorials of love of
POSITION as waitress or personal I APARTMENT to let modern In every
Curtis Island
Otis. Receiver of said Security Trust Co .
Charles M Starrett, Mrs. George obtrude Brown. Mrs Martha Crawnf location. PHIL SULIDES Tel.
duly authorized, does hereby maid, preferably 7or summer service. '
Beautiful days for sailing, and from the many friends to whom this thereunto
wanted by responsible willing and | <76-M, city.
99-tf
claim foreclosure of said mortgage
Crosa. Mrs Oeorge Gardiner Mrs.[ ford Mathews. Mrs. Eliza (Levenlittle
child
had
given
her
natural
af

capable young woman Beat of refer- j FIVE-room tenement to let, all
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
more boats are being added to the
cnees
Write
”
J.
A.
”
Care
The
Courier'
furnished,
all
modern,
hot
water
heat.
Edward B. Newcombe. Miss Elizabeth saier' Carlton, of Belmont. Mass.;
June
12.
1936
fleet which is anchored in Camden fection.
By Ensign Otis.
Oazette.
77*79 Rent reasonable. FLOYD SHAW. 47 No
Washburn. Miss Christine E Moore.' and Lewis A. Fales. of Attleboro.
• • • •
Receiver.
Main street
65-tf
harbor.
(Seal)
Miss Harriet Dunn. Miss L. Blanche Mass
nl€rnbers are living and
Pond Island
APART7UENT to let completely re
W
STATE OF MAINE
St. John's Day, unfortunately, was
decorated
with
bath,
heater,
garage
and
9
Ravsor and Miss Margaret Jordan. residing in New Hampshire. MassaKeeper and Mrs. Fickett have re County of Knox, ss
garden space. 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W
rainy and quite rough on the water
June 12. 1936 f
59-tf
The Baptist Christian Endeavor is chusetts. Connecticut. New York,
turned from a ten-day leave spent
Subscribed and sworn to
The two boats were loaded with Sli
,
•
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally loBefore me,
having a cooked food sale at the Colorado, Maine and the Hawaiian
Knights as they passed by enroute to in Hanover N. H., where they at
•
cated.
also
3-room
furnished
apartment.
I Seal I
Church this afternoon, the proceeds ig]and. The eight members whom
tended commencement exercises at
B F OTIS
why buy cheap Interior plants Let , heated. 4-room apartment on ,Camden
Vinalhaven where they enjoyed a
Notary Tub»lc^. I your garden be a thing of beauty. See ’ atreet MRS. FROST. Tei. 318-W. 53-tf
to be used toward sending a delegate death has claimed are: Elbert Besse,
1 Dartmouth College.
71-S-77 our petunias ready to set out. Many
shore dinner.
TWO apartments to let at corner or
other varieties All transplanted stock. Union and Grove Sts. MRS LEOLA
to the School of Methods at Ocean Clara Oardner. Lilia Morse. Agnes
Parties arrive daily to visit the
Alva
substituted for Keeper
Tel
1214-W CHARLES E WADE 70 ROSE. 100 Union St
53-tf
Park
! McDonald McGrail. Alice McDonald.
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Waldo Ave.
73*78
light or lunch on the rocks or beach Fickett while he was absent. Mrs
• • • •
LOT, 100x100. with concrete founda
Raymond Meehan. Ellis Prince and
p. Merrill Reed has arrived for a Light visited the Island for a few
Guest Officials of O.E.S.
tion. all reAfly to build on. 25x27 Call | I
Dragons 13, Pirates 6
i
Sadie Wilson. Graduates of this class vaca,ion
his parents Sea food hays also.
J W KIRK. Owls Head. Tel 722-12
1
Visiting officers’ night was observed have 40 children and 30 grand- u very plentiful here at present as he
77*88 4
The Big
4
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Watson and
. Five League
. _got under way ___
---- ------- ----------

STAR Waldoboro

r

•
WANTED
•
it**************R

J

FOR SALE

Wednesday night at the meeting of
Grace Chapter. OEB. The regular
officers opened the meeting and as
each member retired, the visiting
officer was introduced, escorted to her

Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Andrews,
who have been house guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry B. Shaw, for the
past few days, returned yesterday to
Denver, Col.
Services at the Federated Church
Sunday will be; Sunday School at
9:45; morning service at 11, the pas
tor's sermon to be "The Abundant
Life." At this service the Federated
Choral Association will sing the
anthem, "Like As A Father ’ by Wil
son. The evening service will be
omitted.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowman, of
West Somerville. Mass., arrived here
Thursday and are guests of Mrs.
Bowman's sister. Mrs. Margaret Ste
wart. Green street.
Miss Katherine Stevens has ar
rived from West Hartford, to spend
the summer vacation from her teach
ing duties with her aunt, Mrs. Mary
Hanley, and brother, Arthur Stevens,
on Pine street.
Prof. Marion Leeper of the Univer
sity of Montana, at Havre, came
Wednesday via motor to pass the
summer with her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Grace H Leeper, at the home of Mrs.
George V. Hanly. Beechwoods street.
• • • •
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met In
the vestry Wednesday afternoon for
work. Supper was served by Mrs.
Gertrude W. Feyler. Mrs. Marie B.
Singer. Mrs. Leila W Smalley and
Miss Gladys Doherty. An enjoyable
entertainment feature was a talk by
Mrs. Carl R Gray, of Omaha. Neb.,
and "Grayrocks," Pleasant Point,
who told of life in various States
that she has lived in and visited and
of her travels in this country, also in
Panama. Cuba and Jamaica, There
werc also vocal solos by Mrs. Hilda
S. Keyes, her selections being,
"Prairie Moon" and “Red Sails In
Tlie Sunset'' with Mrs. Amy M. Tripp
accompanying at the piano.
The Beta Alpha Club will have a
picnic supper at South Pond Wed
nesday, between 5 and 5:30. All mem
bers willing to furnish transportation
and those who desire transportation
are asked to call the president, Mrs
Eunice M. Tillson, telephone 45-2

station and presented a boutonniere
The visiting officers, who Ailed the
chairs and conferred the degree upon
Karl Stetson, were: Worthy matron.
Mrs Thelma Stevens. Rockland;
worthy patron. Etwi Starrett Warren; associate matron. Mrs Imlach
Tenant s Harbor; associate patron,
Edward P Johnson, Thomaston; secretary. Miss Susie Sleeper. South
Thomaston; treasurer. Mrs. Mitchell,
Lincolnville; conductress, Mrs. Avis
Nichols. Union; associate conduc-

children, but only two chUdren of the with hls frlend spend a good pa,, two daughters of Hanover. N. H . are
..................................
visiting at the Light. Mr. Watson is
class. Mary
(Athins) Jones and‘of the time catching fish.
Madeline (Elliot) Bulkeley, have
Gardens are coining along fine staying for a week, and Mrs. Watson.
been graduated from Thomaston lettuce, radish and greens (and soon «*yUis and Anna will remain until
green peasi are served dally.
I after the Fourth for which day the
High School
W’allace A Mason was principal
Recent dinner guests here were ' girls are planning a celebration.
during thelr freshman year; Albert Mrs Mary Staples. Mr and Mrs Or-, Mr. Watson leaves Monday to take
W. Meserve. sophomore, and Marcena man Bragg and daughters Joyce. a position as chef for the summer at
P Smithwick Junior and senior with Mary and Patricia, all of Hartland the Mt. Cresent House in Randolph
NeU* A Fales of thu town' A shore dinner was served and a N H
Good luck to all along the coast.
' *ssist,,nt throughout the course, pleasant day was much enjoyed.

Miss Alice Hnpworth and Miss
Superintendents of Schoo’s during
thu tlmc werf E M O-Brien Mrs Margery Perry of Rockland were
Allda 'Meehan, Fessenden and Rod- guests Sunday.
• • • •
1 Thompson During the freshyear the school Jear was
Tbe Cuckolds
Tender Hibiscus called recently and
changed to conform with other
localities and graduations were held landed a new supply of oil here.
I
June histead of March and by this
Mr and Mrs Harold Seavey are

tress, Mrs Ethel Creighton, Union;
chaplain. Mrs. Crooker. Washington;
marshal. Miss Marion Calder, Cam
den.
Organist. Mrs. Amy M. Tripp.
Thomaston; Adah. Miss Crooker. Wal-,
doboro; Ruth. Mrs. Marston. Rock
port; Esther. Mrs. Helen Johnson,
this town; Martha. Mrs. Robbins.
Rockport; Electa. Mrs Lilia Ames.
Thomaston; warder. Mrs. Hannon,
Union; sentinel. William Imlach,
Tenant's Harbor.
Supper was served, in charge of Mrs.
Leah F Daria and Mrs. Blanche Vose.

change this class had *o remain
rreshmen for four terms.
Botany, geology, astronomy and
Greek were among the studies
eliminated from the curriculum
Music »as Introduced during the
period that this class was ln the
school under Prof. George B.
Mathews; athletics came thelr senior
year and the school entered an interscholastic contest at Augusta resulting In surprising victories. This class
also has the distinction of Including
among its members the youngest
student to graduate from the school,
I Mary Parker, who received a diplima
Have you secured your summer at 15. The first reunion of this class
coat? We have them in full supply was held ln 1925 and deep appreclaand fine assortment, white and pastel tion was expressed to the host and
shades. Lucien K. Green, 1C School hostess for making lt possible to renew old friendships and to have the
street. Rockland—adv.
delight of reviving old incidents
Ti;r sales manager's Wife had called , These class-mates ended a happy
at the office, to be told that he wa, occasion by singing "Auld Lang
lr. conference.
Syne" and pledging to meet again in
• Were you terribly bored while 1941.
waiting for me. dear?" he asked,
Mike—My doctor told me to give
when he returned.
"No, darling," she replied
"I up drinking, smoking and going out
amused myself with those ducky nights.
Ike—I guess that means that you
little colored pins in that map on
the wall I changed them around will change your habits.
Mike—Not at all; lt means that I
and made them look much prettier."
will change doctors.
—Montreal Star.

The positive increase in seat width
and headroom clearance dimensions
in Nash built cars has proved a tri
umph in passenger comfort for long
jotlrneys or short. Six passengers are
accommodated with comfort and ex
traordinary freedom in thesedan type
models—three on a #eat and room to

spare. Nash engineers achieved the
increased interior <1 imensions by using
the extra space that resulted from allsteel, one-piece body construction,
an advanced feature of Nash and
LaFayette body design. Foriummer
drivingandlongtouringthenew room
iness factor ia a distinct advantage.

Here's to the pilot that
weathered the storm. —
George Canning

CAMDEN

Sunday with the Dragons from the
T^as 7^91
Cement plant trouncingjhe Rock-[ PEAS. 75c
u1
75c aa peck, and bun?b
bunch b„
beets
land Pirates 13 to 6 Feyler and ; will be ready for sale at City Farm on
and after Monday. June 29. Positively no i
Mosher led the Dragons fourteen hit sales Sunday. June 28
77-79
BROILERS, dressed and delivered Ior
attack upon three Pirate pitchers.
sale 32e lb. Tel 9fr>-J____________ 77-79
The score:
YOUNG heavy milking Holstein cow
for sale Due to freshen soon HENRY
Pirates
AHO. So Union. Me . Tel. Union. 2-3
ab r bh tb po a e
77*79
0
Lord, cf lb __ 5 0 113 0
FRESH load of horses, saddle horse.
John Deere tractors on rubber late
Murgita. ss ........ 3 0 0 0 2 1 1' style mowers and rakes, also used O
77*79
2 M BURGESS. Union. Tel 6-4
Jameson. 2b „.. 4
PLANTS
for
sale:
cabbage,
red
cab
Sullivan, lb p .. 4
0 bage. cauliflower, peppers, sage. beet,
O' turnip tomato, lettuce, etc. Summer
Frank Wink, rf 5
plants. Vlgoro. sheep manure,
oj flowering
Karl, li ............... 3
bone meal, sifted dirt for plants, and
beds. 75c bushel at the house
1 flower
Fred Wink, c ....
„.. 5
ED’.VIN A DEAN. Rockland. Tel 671-J.
11 _______________________ _______ 77*79
Gardiner. 3b ...
.... 2
0 8TANDINO hay for sale on SpruCe
Keefe, p cf ......
.... 5
Head Island: cheap. Tel Rockland
0 | 853-13. or Inquire R B SPEAR. Spruce
Ellis, p ..............
.... 0
. Head Island
76-tI
36 6 9 9 24 9
SMALL farm for sale ln Noblcboro.
Dragons
two fields and rasture FRANK GILES
ab r bh tb po a ,, Gay s Corner Waldoboro_________ 77*lt
.
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
Robbins. 3b ...411120 u under cover. al»o lumber T. J CAR76-tf
Mosher, lb ...... 6 1 3 5 5 1 I ROLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland
NATIONAL electric cash register for
4 2 2 3 1 2 0 i sale,
Starr, ss ....
also - circulating heater; Dalton
Feyler. cf
4 12 3 3 2 0 0 adding machine, fire gun for poultrymen; egg graders. JEROME C. BURBisbee. 2b
3 2 0 0 0 2 0 ROWS. Receiver. Stover Feed Mfg Co .
76-78
5 2 1
1 1 G n! 414 Main St.. Rockland
I Robinson, if
33 ft auxiliary sloop for sale, first
3
1
1
2
11
0
Jenkins, c ..
o Class condition. Tel
321-R ROBERT
76*78
3 1 0 0 4 3 0 [ BURNS. City.
Perry, P —
n
ONE-horae
hay
rack
for
sale;
grocery
3 1 2 2 0 0 u wagon; two-ox yokes AIMO KAJANDER
Hunt’
.....
0 i RD. 1. Box n. Thomaston._______ 76*78
2 0 11 10
Smallcy. rf ..
PRACTICALLY new waterproof tent.
37 13 14 18 27 8 1■ | nine
by twelve, ten dollars. Including
Pirates
...... 020001 1 20—6 poles TYLER DAVIS, Union. Me. 75*77
40002700 x—13 THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
! Dragons
„
„
win , ar ,
, fuli>' «W>PPe<«. «’»“ FLY’8 GARAGE
Base on Uballs,
Ellis 1, Keefe 4.
j
73-tf
PAIR of hones for sale, together or
Perry 8. two base hit, Mosher 2, Starr,
weight 3100 Reasonable price.
jen|tins Double plays, Jameson to separate,
C. F PRESCOTT. 29 Prescott St . Tel
75-77
Murgita.
Hit by pitcher. Perry. 489-W.
36x10 Cabin fishing boat for sale. 35
Strike outs, by Ellis 4. by Keefe 3. HP.
Kermath Eng. good condition:
also makerel seine 150 fathom lorn;. 12
by Sullivan 1. by Perry 11.

being congratulated on the birth
Mrs. George Otis of New York city
June 21 of a daughter. Pauline Marie.
has
opened Norumbega for the sum
weighing 94 pounds This was cermer.
talnly a nice Father's Day present
The Cedric Boardmans have ar
Keeper Foss and family attended
the movie Shirley Temple in "Cap- rived from Hartford, Conn, to spend
tain January" at Boothbay Harbor the season here.
Tuesday afternoon.
Col. and Mrs. E. L. Taylor of New
Harold Seavey spent 24-hour leave Haven, Conn., are occupying the
with his family at Cape Newagen Richards cottage on Bay View street.
recently.
Mrs. A. H. Chamberlain of Andover,
Morrill Peabody of Damariscove Mass., has been passing a few days
Island Coast Guard 8tatlon passed
in town.
last weekend with Keeper Foss and
The L. T. Koons of Plainfield, N
family.
J , are occupying a cottage on Marine
Mrs. Foss and daughter. Arlona,
avenue during the summer.
were shopping visitors Monday at
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Plummer
Boothbay Harbor. They also called
on Mr and Mrs. Cameron, also Mrs of Philadelphia are at their camp
Swansle Burns who has been a pa- at Lake Megunticook for the season.
Mrs. Randolph Kelley of Lexing
tient at Portland for the past four
ton. Mass , ta a member of the local
[ weeks.
Justin Foss Jr. recently suffered a summer colony.
Dragons 11, Jeeps 9
cut on hls hand from a chisel and
The Curtis Allens of Philadelphia
The
Dragons
defeated
the
has been laid up for a week It ls are occupying Oray Lodge, Dilling Thomaston Jeeps ln a twilight game
I somewhat better now and he is able ham Point, for the remainder of the on the cement plant field Tuesday
, . . _
,
.
to use lt.
summer.
night. The game was a free scoring,
Tenders Hibiscus and Hex passed
Milford Payson ls ln Hempstead, loosely fielded affair, with the
this station Monday going East.
L. I., to attend the wedding of a Dragons scoring four runs In the
We werc delighted to sec so much college friend.
eighth inning to win.
news ln the paper lMt week from the
George W. Dyer who for the past
The score:
various stations. It gives us an Idea 13 years has been employed by the J.
Jeeps
what our other Lighthouse friends C. Curtis Hardware Co., has a Fedcrab r bh tb po a
are doing along the coast.
al appointment as manager cf the i Libbey. ss ........ 6
As we have run out of news, we National Re-cmployment Office at
Morgan, If
5
will say, 'So long until next week ” Rockland. He assumes hls new
Woodcock, lb .. 5
• • • «
duties Monday.
Upham, lb ...... 0
Raker Island
Miss Eleanor Hansen ta a surgical Orafton, 2b ... 5
Miss Myrtle Faulklngham daugh
patient at Community Hospital.
Don Andrsn, Jo 3
ter of Keeper and Mrs. Frank FaulkMrs. Orace Howe will entertain the i Doug Andrsn. rf 5
1 ingham. was married June 14 to Ken
members of the Malden Cliff Re H. Anderson, cf 3
neth Sawyer the son of Mr. and Mrs
bekah Lodge, July 8 at her camp at Johnson, cf .... 2
1 Henry Sawyer of Tremont. Miss
Megunticook Lake.
Delano, c
... 5
- Doris Burllm was maid of honor and
Comlquc Theater attractions; Sun Upham, p . .... 3
Harvey Sawyer, brother of the bride
day and Monday. “I Married A
42 9 11 12 24
groom was best man. The newlyDoctor." Tuesday, "‘Sutter's Gold,”
Drago- s
married couple will live at Southwest
also
Get-Rich-Nite;
Wednesday,
ab r bh tb po a
Harbor where Mr. Sawyer has cmWilliam Powell ln “The Ex-Mrs. Starr, ss 2b .... 4 1 0 0 3 1
, ployment.
Bradford.'' Rr-booked by demand, Mosher, lb ss .... 5 1 0 0 5 1
the Sunkist Vanities; Wedncsdty Hunt, rf ........ 5 3 3 3 0 0
Portland Head
Feyler, If cf ...
0 0 0 2 0
Mrs. R. T. Sterling visited Thurs only.
Miss Aldine C. Gilman of Malden. Ladd, cf lb p ...
1115 0
day with her sister, Mrs. Charles
Mass., 1s the guest of Miss Teresa Robinson, 3b If
0 0 0 1 0
Sterling.
Jenkins, c ........
1 0 0 10 0
Our outdoor checker board is the F. Arau, Sea street.
Bisbee. 2b .....
0 0 0 0 1
present diversion.
Perry, ss p ...... 2 3 2 3 0 2
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow, Arthur
FEATHER BEDS
Harlow and George Cloudman werc
Now ta the time to have your Robbins, p 3b .. 3 10 0 12
Feather Bed made into Mattresses
recent callers.
34 11 6 7 27 7 4
Mrs. Adora Hilt attended Good and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
made over. Drop a postal to
Jeeps
.......... 210030300—9
Timers at the new home of Mrs.
A. F. IRELAND
... 0001 3 214 x—11
James Robertson, Adelaide street, P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ME. Dragons
Morrill's Corner, all day Wednesday.

74-77

Base on balls, off Upham 8, off

fathom deep, good condition. CARLOS
DAVIS. Port Clyde Tel 3-4
74*79
USED stoves of all kinds bought and
rcld c E GROTTON, 138 Camden 6t..
Tel 1214-M
61*66-tf
MOTOR boat for sale 25 ft by 6-6 ft
windshield.
Dray 6-40 engine in good condition.
Asking price 9450." FRANK D. W1NCHenbauoh. Friendship. Me
68-ti

Robbins 1, off Ladd 3. oft Perry 1.
Two base hit, Libbey. Perry. Hit by
pitcher. Upham. Strike outs, Upham
9, Robbins 5, Perry 1.

4>
9t '

REAL ESTATE

i™*
,2?b
tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
for Information.
.
47*tf
PILISBI’RY place, Inuraham Hill.
Ideal summer home 24 story house. 2
baths, heat. elec. 2 garages. 1>2 acres
land Apply on premises or phone 709-R
77-79
8TOCK and Poultry Farm for sale,
chance for 6.000: blueberries. On black
road. 4' i miles from Rockland. OEORGE
L BIDES Rockville._____________ 75*77
AT Public Landing, lor sale or to let.
about acre of wharfage and space and
Including former Curtiss Wright build
ing and railway. I. L. SNOW CO , Agents.
67-81-tf
SPECIAL for sale West End market,
front of prison store, has been running
for almost 50 years fine place for gas
station and grocery store, at 915 per
month: gas profit 5c a gal. now. $400
Investment will give a life time Job
with good profit. Also for sale. 70
farms. 50 city and village homes. 23
cottages, many stores: land by lot or
acre; cash or small payment down. V F
8TUDLEY Tel 1154 or 330
61-tf

9(*******«*****«l

‘ MISCELLANEOUS

4

LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. G. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
53-tf
TO conform with the Alumnae As
sociation of Hospitals throughout the
State, the Alumnae of Knox County
Hospital
announces
the
following
change ln price*: For registered nurses,
becoming effective July 1. 1936 medi
cal. surgical and obstetrical cases. 942
per week, for 24 hour duty 935 per week
for 12 hour duty._________________ 77-lt
NOTICE TO MARINERS The name of
the Gas Screw 'NEREID' official num
ber 232253 has been changed by per
mission ot the Director of Navigation
and Steamboat Inspection to "SPEND
THRIFT"
Talbot Aldrich
(owner)
Elmore. Maine
76-79
SUITS remodeled, repairing, pressing
and suits mad- to measure NEW YORK
TAYLOR, corner Main and Summer
Sts.
77-tf
CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO., cus
tom made suits, overcoats 918 to 950.
WU1 call at your home or offloe. 400
samples to aelect from A perfect fit
guaranteed Tel 435-J. H P FOWLIE
2 Orange St. Rockland
51*53-tf
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for
and delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791. Rockland.
53-tf

»
*
♦ Sommer Cottages ♦
SMAIJ. 4-room cottage for sale, water
and lights at Ingraham Hill. B R

<*:"S-<94><F4>*<4"94>4"94>4>**4>4»9***** CUSHING. 12 Knox St . Thomaston

•J I hose rythmic clicks of
our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register. For The
Courier-Gazette printing
is the kind that produces
sales. Experience proves it.

Call 770
for Estimates

74*82
CAMP Cheltenham lor rent; beauti
ful view of Crawford Lake, electric
lights, electric refrigerator, running
water, fireplace, piano, radio and motor
boat Will accommodate 12 people 935
per week, 9125 per month, payable In
advance Inquire or write MRS D. D
BIRD. Crawford Lake Farm. Union Tel
13-2
78*78
A cottage at Crawford Lake for sale
cheap A bargain for someone Inquire
at CRAWFORD LAKE FARM. EaM
Union.
76*78
COTTAGE to let for aeaaon, 6 rooms
furnished, modern Improvements with
cellar and garage MRS RICHARD DYER
Crescent Beach. Owls Head. Tel. 425-2
__________________________________ 69-tf
DESIRABI.E, cozy cottage at Spruce
Head to let, well furnished, near salt
water, plenty of land for garden. Fire
I wood for the cutting. Short distance
from Rockledge Inn. Call Rockland
853-13, or Inquire R. B. SPEAR, Spruce
( Head_____________________
60-tf

1855

1936

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stone

The Courier- Gazette
In the
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At Rockland. Breakwater

Carroll-Young
Today, Saturday, at noon at the
Baptist Church, Miss Margaret Ross
Young, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willis P. Young of upper Mountain
street, will lecome the bride of
Mrs. W. A. Healey of 8pringfleld. Howard Arthur Carroll, sen of Mr.
Mass , arrives today to spend the and Mrs. Walter E. Carroll of Rock
summer with her brother and sister port. The day will be the 39th wed
at 10 Claremont street.
ding anniversary of the bride's
parents. The double ring service
Mrs. Addle Rogers and daughter will be used and Rev. Douglas Rob
Margaret are in Brunswick to at bins of Lowell, Mass., will officiate.
tend the Porbcs-Rlley wedding which
The church will be decorated ln
takes place at the First Parish foliage and flowers. The matron of
honor will be Mrs. Walter Jackson.
' Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater and Church this afternoon.
(Alice Start) of Waltham. Mass., and
children. Edward and Deborah, of
Mrs. Lelia Hutchinson and daugh the bridesmaids, Miss Jean Stanley
Brewer, were visitors In this city and
Qlen Cove Wednesday and Thursday, ter Helen, and Mrs. Oeorge W. Lead- of Cranberry Isles and Miss Pauline
better of Augusta and Mrs. Margaret Budge of Mattawamkeag They will
calling oq relatives and friends.
sau. and daughter. Miss Nancy Oakes Baxter Jr., of Brunswick. Edward E.
(By Pauline Ricker)
Douglass of Oardlner, were in the wear gowns of mousselinc-de-sole ln
and Miss Dorothy Dixon of Sydney. Chase of Cape Elizabeth. Mr. and
Members of the Knox Hospital city last week, to attend the funeral pastel shades. William Moss ol . The quarterly meeting of the New Australia motored today to Booth- Mrs. Andrew J. Beck of Washburn
England
Council
for
Economic
graduating class, Misses Mary Delano services, for Uieir cousin, Addle M. Putnam. Conn., will act as best man
bay Harbor and are returning to The and Edward M. Graham and Miss
and the ushers will be Fred Wesscll Development and Research ls being Samoset by boat this afternoon.
Ella E. Mathews, Mary J. Moulaison Thomas.
Pauline Graham of Bangor. Mr. W.
of Portland and Malcolfo B. Dunlap held at The Samoset.
• • • •
and Oladys W. Overlock, were guests
L. Blake, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. T. Cum
• • • •
at a dinner party given Thursday
Miss Carrie L. Duncan and Mr. of Lewiston. The bride will be given
Miss Dorothy Dixon of Sydney. mings and George S. Hobbs, Port
Among the many making advance
night by Miss Ellen Daly, superin and Mrs. Mervyn P. Harriman and ln marriage by her father.
of land.
reservations are: Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Australia. Mrs. Sheridan W. Scott
.
.1
Her gown will be of Ivory satin
tendent at Community Sweet Shop. daughter Carolyn are occupying one
liam S. Nutter of Sanford; Ed-1
Ed The Samoset, Carleton Soule of
The happy group concluded the of O. S. Duncan's cottages at Holi with finger length veil and she will ward M. Oraham, Bangor; William Swampscott,
Mass.,
and Dana
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rohaut and]
carry bride roses and gardenias. The L. Blake. Edward S. Chase, George S. I McGill of Pinehurst, N. C., motored Mr. William S. Nutter of Sanford
pleasant outing with a motor ride. day Beach.
wedding music will be played by Miss
A final Joy of the class’ commence
Hobbs. Mr. and Mrs. A. L. T. Cum- 1 Monday to Camp Wapello, Friend- i Maine are registered.
ment week was provided last night at
!
....
Prof. Wilbert Snow and family of Mamie June Cote. The bride will mings of Portland, and John Baxter, ship.
the Jefferson Lake cottage of Miss Middletown. Conn, are occupying present her attendants with vanity
•
•
•
•
Mrs.
George
R.
Westerfield. of New
of Brunswick.
cases.
Lillian Nash. Instructress, whose gra their cottage at Spruce Head.
Mrs. D. W Russell of Boston Is at York, arrived yesterday for the aea• • • •
cious hospitality to the graduates
Following the wedding ceremony,
son. Judge Victor B. Woolley of the
Most of the Samoset cottages are lier cottage for a few days.
9 • • •
formed one more delightful note In
a
reception will be held at the home open for the season. Mr. and Mrs
U. S Circuit Court, and Mrs WoolMiss Mary E. Sylvester arrived
a memorable occasion.
of
the
brides
parents
on
Mountain
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Struthers
of
ley, of Wilmington. Del; Mr and
J.
Scott
Fowler
of
Philadelphia
are
i
home Wednesday from Puerto Rico,
where for the past ten months she street. After a short wedding trip In Flume Cottage; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Norton. Conn., will spend tonight at Mrs C. Edward Bahn of New York,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snow^of Lake
has been teaching English in the Mr and Mrs Carroll will reside ln Anderson of Philadelphia at Forest The Samoset enroute to Bar Harbor. and Mr. and Mrs. H L. Warner. Jr.,
avenue have as guests Mr. and Mrs
• • • •
of Northport. L. I., are other arrivals.
public schools of Dorado. She left Portland where he is employed by Farm Cottage; Dr. and Mrs Joseph !
Charles A. Tolman of Portsmouth.
the
Natlonal
Youth
Administration.
D.
C.
Douglass,
the vice president Mrs. John Cochran and daughter,
Beardwood of Philadelphia at ShoreJune 18 on the steamer Ponce, ar
N. H. who motored here Monday.
Her traveling dress will be blue with holm. Miss Lctltia Pearson of Brook of the Maine Central Railroad is Mrs. Dana Jackson. Jr., of Bronx
riving ln New York June 23.
They attended Wednesday night the
accessories to match. The young lyn who will soon be Joined by her registered.
ville. nnd Dana and Christopher
e • • •
cfcss reunion of 1891 of Thomaston
couple have received many lovely sister Miss Frantss Pearson, is at
Jackson, occupied the Mason cottage [
M.
M.
Griffin
and
family
arc
oc

High school at Knox Hotel.
Among the Maine guests attend today. Mr and Mrs. Wiliam Collins,
presents.
Wyndy Haugh.
cupying their cottage at Spruce Head.
ing the New England Council arc of Philadelphia, and sons. Robert and
• • • •
The bride was graduated from
Ralph H Wight of Bristol, Penn,
Camden High school ln 1931 and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Oakes of Nas- Mr and Mrs. John Baxter and John Richard, are in another cottage.
Mrs Vance Norton. Mrs. Leland from the University of Maine ln
ls ln the city called by the Illness of
hls mother. Mrs. Fred W. Wight, Drinkwater and Mrs. Viva Kalloch 1935. She is a member of the Phi
LIMEROCK 'POMONA
Claremont street. Frank P. Wight won the prizes when WIN Club met Mi Sorority. For the past year she
Thursday
night
with
Mrs.
Charles
arrives from Bristol next week.
has been a member of the Rangeley
Memorial Services At Sea'
W. 8chofleld.
High school faculty. Mr Carroll was
For Those Who Perished
Capt. Frank Oray of Boston, for
graduated from Rockport High
mer commander of the mine sweeper
Col. and Mrs 8idney 8. Weather- School In 1930 and from Boston
One Year Ago
Breaker was a guest of Capt and bee of Charlottetown. Prince Edward University ln 1935. He ls a member
A meeting of Llmerock Valley Po- j
Mrs David Haskell dunng the VF.W Island, are guests of hls niece. Mrs of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Frater
mona Grange held last Saturday In
convention. He has extensive lumber Oliver W. Holden Old County road nity.
Vinalhaven was attended by 30 who
interests ln Maine.
Out-of-town guests to attend the
made the trip from Rockland on
by
Gladyi
Si.
Clair
Heiitad
Mr. and Mrs. Henry U. Lamson of wedding will be: Dr. and Mrs. Guy
Steamer
W. 8. White. The master. ■
Mr. and Mrs A. U Martin of Ban West Rockport will celebrate thelr Blood of Rosllndale. Mass.; Roscoe
Mrs Sara Young, conducted memo- !
gor were calling on relatives and golden wedding anniversary next Drinkwater. Brockton. Mass . Mr and
A book of real value and of fas- ( Alley, except George Oershwin who rial ■ "rvtces. in memory of those who
friends Thursday and Friday in this Monday, keeping open house from Mrs. Charles Stanley and daughter
cinatlng
Interest which came to hand has made serious attempt to express Iost thelr lives on a similar trip a
city and Glen Cove.
6 to 9 p. m. Mrs. Howard Lamson Alma. Cranberry Isles; Miss Pauline
, year a8°- Thc casting of flowers on
the
past
week ls "Composers to To- Jazz ln a permanent artistic form.
of Belmont, Mass., has arrived for Rawley. Putnam. Conn.; Elmer Estes,
Composers
of
operettas
and
cream
,lhc waves and wading of poetry com
Miss Eliza Swan has returned from the event.
: day" compiled and edited by David
Mattawamkeag; Mr. and Mrs. Alason |
j Ewen This book ls the first attempt puffs, such as Franz Lehar. Oscar prised a touching remembrance cere
a visit with her sister, Mrs. Mary
Thomas. Blue Hill; Miss Josephine
mony.
to present a comprehensive work de Straus, etc., are not considered, and
Richmond In Warren.
Owen Rokes of Allston, Mass., is Paul. Mrs. Eva Paul. New Roche’le,
The degree was conferred on seven
voted exclusively to modern compos for the same reason composers of
guest of his mother, Mrs. A. L. Vose. N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs Walter E Carcandidates,
and although many of
ers. Approximately 200 composers morsels for violin or piano, whose
Miss Madeline Bird who completed
Warren street.
roll, Mr and Mrs. Albert T. Carroll,'
the regular officers were absent,
canvas
ls
such
a
limited
one
for
| are discussed, representing 23 dif
her teaching for the year at Trenton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards,
members from North Haven and
ferent nationalities: Argentina, Aus artistic self- expression, are omitted.
N, J., Friday, ls sailing on the SS
sons Carroll and Oerald, Mr and
Vinalhaven supplied efficiently. Mrs.
Buffet
supper,
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
Swanee for Miami. Fla., where she
tralia, Austria. Belgium. Brazil. Two notable ones are Included ln this
Mrs. Sidney O. Andrews. Mrs. Sidney
Donald
Hanley
as
hosts
at
thelr
omitted
group.
Fritz
Krelsler
and
Lllllan
RacWf was clecled lecturerwill visit her sister. Mrs George W
Ozecho-Slovakla. Denmark. England.
Andrews, daughters Nancy and Elsie
Snow. They will then come to this Summer street home, was served
Finland. France. Oermany. Holland, j Leopold Godowsky Tlie third rule to f111 out the rernalnder of the year.
and sor. Dan. Mrs. Bert Andrews,
and was installed by Curtis Webster.
city to spend the summer with their Wednesday to guests who Included:
Hungary, Italy, Mexico, Norway. called for a greater exercise of dis
Rockport; Donald Merriam, Mr. and
George H. Babb of the State Agri
Mrs
Hugh
Montgomery
of
Camden
mother Mrs. Jane Bird.
Poland, Rumania, Soviet Russia, cretion. for there are certain com
and Mrs. Stephen Danforth of Rio Mrs. Charles Hewett, Mr. and Mrs. Spain. Sweden, the United States, posers Included who are. as yet, cultural Department, gave an in
structive. illustrated lecture on "A
Charles Munsey and son John, Rock
unfamiliar to American music-audi
Mr. and Mrs Carl Andrews mo de Janeiro. Brazil, a summer resident
and Venezuela.
Day With Some of Our Beneficial
land: and Mr. and Mrs. Philip New
of
Thomaston,
presiding;
Mr.
and
tored from Rumford the first of the
The compiler ln hls Introduction ences. Yet ln view of thelr European
bert, Thomaston.
Birds.” Mr. Babb thoroughly under
Mrs.
Arthur
McDonald,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
week, to be guests of Mr. and Mrs.
said that for a long time he had felt reputations, they cannot remain stands this subject and all Its angles,
Lee
Walker.
Miss
Clara
Spear
and
E C. Boody Mr Andrews returned
there existed a growing need for a strangers.
hls explanations supplying a clear
UNION
home Tuesday. Mrs. Andrews re Nathan Farwell, all of Thomaston;
volume of this scope. Orchestras
....
knowledge of tire usefulness of birds
Hugh Montgomery, Mrs. Standish
maining for a three weeks' visit.
everywhere are giving more and more
Of particular Interest is the efin destroying troublesome insects.
Perry, Dr. George W. Pullen of Cam
The thrc-act play, "More Power To promlnence on thelr programs to , fort made by Mr. Ewen to show that
The usual fine dinner was served
den
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
H.
You,"
directed
by
Miss
Marguerite
Mrs. Edith Bachelder entertained
modem composers. The concerts of composers have not the "one-track”
by Pleasant River Grange, an espe
Berry
of
Rockland.
Haskell of Warren, graduate of the the Philadelphia and Boston Sym- mind so often harbored by the layE.F.A. Club at a brtdge-lunchecn
Walter C. Achorn returned Friday Leland Powers School of the Theatre, phony Orchestra* are always havens man. Modern composers are vi- cially pleasing surprise feature being
Wednesday afternoon. Honors went
supplied by Blanche Crockett. Myrtle
to Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs. Cora to hls home ln Jersey City after a two will be presented at Town hall Tues for new works, due to the laudable , brantly alive to Interests which range
Greenlaw. Alice Woodard and Lloyd
weeks'
visit
with
hls
brother
Fred
day at 8.15, standard, under the aus experimental temperaments of thelr, from politics to philosophy, from
Smith, Mrs Mary Keizer and Mrs.
Another brother Willis pices of the Woman's Community brilliant conductors, Leopold Stockow-i science to Industry. Some are In Crockett of North Haven Grange
Annie Collamore with a special Achorn.
Tlie day was scarcely long enough
Achorn
is
remaining for a longer Club. Miss Haskell will play the in
award to Mrs. Mida Packard for the
ski and Serge Koussevitsky. The fact specialists ln fields far removed for the substantial program, and
stay.
genue
lead,
with
Roger
Kelloch
of
most points.
League of Modern Composers has from music. George Gershwin, Lord from the delightful bay trip to the
Thomaston opposite her. Miss Kath newly Instituted a procedure where Berners, Georges Migot and Carl
closing item at the meeting, pleasure
Under the auspices of the Auxiliary erine Starrett of Warren will have
Carroll Howe Is spending the week
by Important orchestras In America Ruggles arc very talented painters; filled every minute.
of the S.U.V. the card party held at the character lead. The action takes
ln Boston.
commission talented American com Julius Bittner and Charles Ives have
G AR. hall Wednesday afternoon had place in the summer home of a Mrs
posers to create works expressly for been successful lawyers; John Alden was performed at an S.M.I. concert
Mr. and Mrs. E R. Veazle were five tables in play, with Mrs. Velma Hortense Dean who ls in financial
them. And the fact that the Philhar Carpenter Is a notable representa ln Paris.
hosts to Chapin Class Wednesday, Marsh in charge. Bridge honors embarrassment. Miss Beatrice Has
monic Society
of
New York tive of tlie successful business man.
"Upon returning to America, Ire
when they entertained 24 members were won by Miss Margaret Bowler, kell of Warren is cast as her daugh
has made provision for modern Several have wielded gifted literary became a member of the faculty of
at a picnic supper at the Veazle Mrs. Edith Mahoney, Mrs. Betty Vn- ter and Miss Marguerite Haskell as
music, by engaging special conduc pens, some are outstanding mathe the Division of Music at Harvard
Farm. Rankin street. A pleasurable flades Mrs Nellie Achorn. Miss Abbie another daughter. Avard Robinson
Paderewski needs no University. What is much more im
tors for this purpose, ls merely sym- maticians.
evening was spent with contract. 63. McDonald and Mrs. Willis Ander of Warren will be Mrs. Dean's son and
Introduction as a statesman of first portant ls the fact that he definitely
tomatic
of
the
trend
of
the
times.
and Michigan offering diversion.
son.
the part of Mrs Dean will be taken
Importance. Several including John placed himself as one of the most
by Miss Lillian Thurston of Thom
The
book
ls
more
ambitious
in
Powelt have distinguished tbem- gifted of younger American compas. Edward Colson of Lynn. Mass., and
Mrs. E. J. Southard who has been aston. William Manning of Thomas
scope
than
a
"Who's
Who
”
of
modem
seIves ln Rclencc- °>rU S™11 has ers at the same time. March 21,
Miss Edna Watts of Thomaston were the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. ton will have the role of suitor; Ed
dinner guests Tuesday of Mr. and Southard for several weeks has re win Edwards of Rockland, bogus Eng composers, for the compiler has not made contributions to adult educa- 1928. Walter Piston made hls Ameri
only attempted to assemble all the jtlon' and
Ta>lor is n° ama’ can debut as orchestral composer
Mrs. Colby Past.
turned to Winthrop. Mass.
lish lord, Miss Helen Thompson of
avaUable biographical material on , teur ln cabinet making.
when Koussevitsky Introduced hls
Warren, maid; and S. F. Haskell.
Mrs. H. I Hix left Thursday for
each
composer,
together
with
lnforGlancing
through
the
book
I
was
‘
Symphonic Piece’ with the Boston
Mrs. Edward Benner will be host Irish butler.
New York Joining there her daughter
mation about the composer's person greatly interested in the sketch of | Symphony Orchestra. It was an im
• • • •
ess to Itooevik Club Tuesday, at the
Mrs. F. M. Faber and the Misses
ality, his method of working, his Walter Piston. It reads: "Walter pressive introduction and convinced
summer home of Mrs. Robert Kochs.
I,eon O. Norwood
Piston was bom in Rockland. Maine. critics that here was a new personali
Fischer, the party sailing Saturday
Bare Hill. Members take basket
Word came from Augusta yester esthetic creed, hls personal habits, Jan. 20. 1894
on the Steamship Paris for Madeira.
His childhood and ty. to reckon with. In the spring of
etc.,
but
through
the
files
of
the
most
lunch.
day of the' sudden death of Leon O.
Their itinerary includes Spain. Por
youth werc quite uneventful ar.d gave 1932. Stokowski Introduced his radi
important
musical
magazines
Norwood. 67. civil engineer with the
tugal, France, Ireland, Scotland,
no Indication that he would become cal "Orchestral Sult^'. n work In
The last meeting of the season, and State Highway Commission. Mr throughout the world and the biblio- ,
England, Denmark, Norway and Swe
a musician. As a matter of fact, lt which, as Nicolas Slonimsky informs
graphy
of
modem
music
(a
list
of
one of the most enjoyable, was held Norwood was at his desk the day be
den. with plans to return to Rock
which appears In the book), Mr. was art, rather than music, that us. 'the old system of tonality all but
by the Spanish War Veterans and fore his death.
land about the middle of August.
breaks down'.
Ewen
has been able to gather the first attracted him.
Auxiliary Wednesday night, box
He was a natime of this town, son
"During 1933 Piston made especi
leading
critical
comments
on
each
lunch
being
served
at
6
o'clock.
The
of the late Lysander and Mary (Cole)
Mr. and Mrs. George Palmer had
"For a while, he attended art ally vivid Impressions at American
composer, so that the critical studies
committee
has
made
plans
for
three
Norwood.
He
attended
Union
High
as guests this week Mrs. Charlotte
school in Boston, and revealed so music festivals at Yaddo, Saratoga
Brayton of East Union and Mr. and picnics with the Freeman-Herrick School and graduated from the Uni of the style and work of each com
much talent that upon graduation he Springs and Rochester. When the
poser
represent
not
the
opinion
of
Camp
and
Auxiliary
as
guests.
John
versity of Maine. Before going two
Mrs. J. A. Sylvester of Portland.
Intended becoming an artist. He Roth String Quartet gave a cycle of
any
one
man,
but
the
combined
opin

Ranlett and Walter Weeks were years ago to Augusta, he lived ln
ion of the leading critical minds of studied the violin and piano during modern chamber-music ln New York,
The executive board of the Methe- elected delegates to the National Canton.
leisure hours only because he was ln 1934. they included Piston's ‘String
besec Club met Wednesday with Miss Convention to be held at Saratoga
Survivors are his wife; two sons. the day.
sensitive
to beauty in any form, Quartet No. 1‘. ‘The work,' wrote W.
Mr.
Ewen
was
guided
by
three
Springs,
N?
Y.
in
August,
with
Mrs.
Ellen Daly, newly elected president,
Lysander H. in New Hampshire, and
others present being Mrs. Gladys S. Ella Hyland and Mrs Jessie Wall Harold in Canton; two brothers, principles in making hls selection of music as well ns the other arts. How J Henderson, ln review, ‘displayed
Heistad, vice president, Mrs. Carrie chosen to represent the Auxiliary.
Samuel E. and Adelbert T. of Warren, composers. First, only living com ever, as he delved deeper into the skill in construction, in the treat
Palmer, secretary Mrs. Elizabeth W.
and two sisters, Mrs. Lizzie Hawes of posers; second, thelr artistic aim had study of music, he began to realize ment of the instrumental voices, ln
CARVER-SMITH
Davis, treasurer. Mrs. Irene Walker,
Union and Mrs. Elmer Jameson Sr. to be of the highest; third, thelr more and more forcefully how it at the handling of the latest harmonies,
work has had to arouse sufficient tracted him. At Harvard University and. in the second movement parti
chairman of the musical division,
of Warren.
Reuben Carver and Mrs Ursa
curiosity either in American or ln he studied harmony, theory and cularly. in the creation of mood ’
and Mrs. Alice Karl, program chair
"Walter Piston is the author of a ;
important European musical centres. counterpoint seriously for the first
man.
Tenative committees were Bmi'lh, both of (Vinalhaven. were
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. C. F. Moe of Seattle, Wash., Tlie first principle was permitted a time, and by th" time he had learned book on harmony. Critics are un- i
drawn up and matters pertaining to united in marriage Thursday at the
the program, which this next season First Baptist parsonage. Rev. J. and Mrs. S. P. McOhie of Everett. certain degree of elasticity, as there these subjects tolerably well, he animous in saying that as a com- |
will be devoted to The Sea and mis Charles MacDonald officiating. They Wash., were guests the past week of were some composers who died when knew that he would prefer to special poser he is a definitely growing!
personality whose work should show
the book was in progress; to have ize ln music.
cellaneous subjects based on public were attended by Theodore Lewis Mr. and Mrs. Asbra Burgess.
"As a result he went to Paris to continual development and enrich
omitted
them would have left sorry
and
Miss
Maudie
Beaton.
After
the
health points, were discussed.
Have you secured your summer gaps. However, this group narrows devote himself . entirely to music ment. The few works he has already
ceremony they were dinner guest*
Enroll now for summer instruction of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham, coat? We have them in full supply down to about ten. To the second study and under Nadia Boulanger he produced promise much not only for I
in all types of dancing. Elise Allen Granite street, and will be weekend and fine assortment, white and pastel rule, the writer has conformed un made amazing progress. In May, the development of Walter Piston
Therefore, there 1926. he made hls debut as com but also for the growth of modarn
Corner School of the Dance, Rock guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lewis, shades. Lucien K. Green, 16 School compromisingly.
street, Rockland,—adv,
are no representative* from Tin-Pan poser when a chamber-work of hi* American music.”
land, Maine. Tel. 67Q,
76-tf9 Holiday Beach,
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FRISCO'S SEALS
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children,

25c

50c

PRICES Adults,

Built Up To A Standard ~ Not Down To A Pt'ice

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

THE WORLD’S MOST
LOVABLE
LOVE-TEAM!

Ef\LM OF

Music

with

RONALD COLMAN,

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

VICTOR McLAGLEN, ROSALIND RUSSELL
NOW
PLAYING

“BULLETS Oil BALLOTS"

with
EDW. G. ROBINSON, JOAN BLONDELL

Fhonr 892
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.45. 8 45.
Cont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
Daylight Saving Time
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WEEK OE JUNE 29
Lakewood Players Present the Musical Hit
“LITTLE JESSIE JAMES"
1 < during HELEN I YND
Staged by Melville Burke
Special Price*: Orchestra $1.50. including tax: Balcony 51 plus lax

❖

Til. Skowhrgan 434

•E

Nights at 8.

Saturday Matinee at 2.30.

WEEK OE JULY «
“THEY KNEW WIIAT THEY WANTED"
with ROSE IIOBAliT
L++-E 444 44 41
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BIG OPENING DAY—SUNDAY, JUNE 28

LAKEHURST

ARMS

A HIGH CLASS EATING PLACE

We arc making a specialty of Lobster , and Clams, cooked any ■ l)T.
Be sure and try our Lob-'er Stew, l.aki hurst Arms Style.
Broiled Juicy Sirloin Steak or Thick Tenderloin Steak
Ite sure and be here Sunday, June 28
Meals Reived daily 11 A. M. to 7.30 P. 31.
Don't forget our Dances Every Tuesday and Saturday Evenings
TELEPHONE 197-11
James 11. Cook, M. D.. Owner
Clyde T. Uo.s, Manager
DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE

IT’S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

Year Round I-oeal Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
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KNOX ARBORETUM
Its Charming Tenants Are
Active—Science and Art
Building Finished
Knox Arboretum. June 26.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Prof. Harold H. Blanchard, who
teaches English and other languages
at Tufts College. Mass., was a visitor
at the Arboretum Thursday of last
week. He came to pursue his hobby—
the study of birds, especially of the
warblers. Besides observing several
species of this family, a ruby-throated
humming bird, on her nest in a small
hackmatack tree, attracted his atten
tion. A few days previously. I had
seen Mrs Ruby-throat helping herself
to cotton from a large supply placed
in a little thornbush near my bunga
low. This is our flrst record of the
humming bird nesting here in thc
Arboretum. Several other species of
birds avail themselves of the cotton
for their nest-building. We have three
tame deer, a large tame rabbit, which
seems glad to vary his (or hen clover
diet with the apples Mr. Miller gives
her, tame wood-chucks, and red and 1
grey squirrels, who come regularly for
their breakfast at 5 a. m., dinner at
noon, and supper at 6 p. m.
The vacancy in the office of presi
dent. caused by the death of Prof.
Edward H. Perkins of Colby College,
has been filled by the appointment by
the Academy Council of Dr. Freeman
F Burr. State Geologist of Augusta.
Ensign Otis will All the office of sec- 1
ond vice presklent, efficiently admin- '
istered for many years by the iate1
Jesse A. Tolman.
With our science and art building,
finished (after 16 years*, inside and
out, the |Academy is now in a posi
tion to properly function. The youth
of Kr.ox. Lincoln and Waldo Coun
ties or. for that matter, of any section I
of the State, are invited to join as
members and thus have free access to
the library and to the classes for the
study of botany, birds, insects, rocks
and minerals There is no admission
fee. only nominal annual dues of $1
for "associate," $2 for "active" mem
bership. Any preferring to pay dues
with labor, instead of cash, will be
given ample opportunity to do so.
A 16-year-old Portland boy was a
visitor with his parents last week. He
enrolled as a member and will attend
the summer school here next season.
Collections in the museum are being
arranged for exhibition as fast as
possible.
We lack show-cases and money
with which to buy them. A hint to
the wise.
Admission to grbunds and building
free, but contributions (to be used in
the purchase of equipment) gladly
and thankfully received.
Norman W. Lermond,
Director of the Arboretum
and Curator of the Museum.
DOWNIE BROS.' CIRCUS
Coming To Rockland Next Tuesday

u

“SAFE AND SANE”
Safe and Sane Driving requires anticipating dan
ger before it becomes visible.

AND SUDDEN DEATH

V

Reckless Driving, Carelessness And
Haste Demand Inevitable Penalty

Anticipating a car coming up the other side of the
hill you are mounting or meeting you on the curve
or corner. Anticipate the other driver not being so
careful and be prepared with our special coverage
protecting yourself, your family, and guests in your
car.

Jail or Attachment, the anguished aftermath of
many automobile accidents should be anticipated
and immunity secured by means of our Automobile
Bail Bond Power of Attorney.

DON'T PARK on a, CURVE

Cost of preparedness is infinitesimal; Lack of it,
always costly may be appalling. These special cov
erages sold ONLY by
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
CORPORATION

Net Only Danger To Yourself and Your Car Result
•From This Dange ous Pract ce cf Paiking on a
Curve, But Deadly Menace Awaits thc Innocent
Occupants cf the Cars Behind.

E. C. MORAN COMPANY,,NC

ARTHUR L. ORNE, ,NC

STATE AGENTS
425 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

INSURANCE—ALL FORMS
417 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1042-W

TEL. 98

LET EVERY WEEK BE

SAFETY WEEK

IT IS APPROVED BY THE CODRIER-GAZETTE
The feature “And Sudden Death” was viewed by a representative of
this newspaper who gives it his approval as a strong influence toward
sanity in driving, stern yet not too cruel for children to see.

STOP THAT GIRL!

BE CAREFUL at CORNERS !
Caution and Good Judgment Are Doubly
Important At Busy Corners and Intersections

She fell in love with the cop
who tried to warn her... but
even love couldn't stop herl

MONDAY
AND
TUESDAY

CLARENCE F. JOY

i

“CHEVROLET”
Steel Turret Top, Safety Glass, Hydraulic Brakes

SEA VIEW GARAGE

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
375 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 882

RCCKLAND, ME.
I

HEEDLESSNESS!

—A Three-King show

Downie Bros.' three-ring circus
will exhibit in Rockland next Tues
day, with performances at 2 and 8
p. m. Doors open at I and 7 p. m.
Here are some of the features.
The gorgeous opening spectacle
The Evolution of Rhythm. Jack
Hoxie, famous cowboy screen star,
with Dixie Starr leading lady in
many of his pictures, his wonder
horse "Scout" and the cowboys and
cowgirls from his Hollywood com
pany; Hanneford family featuring.
George, riding clown; The Aerial
Roberts; The Aerial Whites; Friscos
Seals; Marion Shufford, dainty equestrianne; Sparks High School Horses;
The Larkins, acrobatic comiques;
The Butters Troups of wire walkers,
three girls and two boys; Aerial
Ballet, beautiful aerialist in thrilling
display of strength and agility; High
Jumping Horses; Mickie and Georgia
Larkin, head and foot slides; two'
herds of performing elephants; 25
Clowns, Ambassadors of fun; An |
elaborate opening spectacle.
No street parade, —adv.

Few accidents result from

inlrntioaal carrlessne-i or

from ignorance. Most mi
nor crashes are occasioned

by h- rdlef..ness and haste!

She heeded for

ol eighty-milts-en-hour
...Then found herself feeing o
jury for crime she thought
she never could commit I

Care in parking on steep

t

grades is essential. Fatali

ties to innorent passers

LOOK OUTPULLOUT

come from runaway cars

carelessly parked on grades.

Innumerable Smashed Frndfrs and Damagri Car Bodies Result
From Carelessness in Pulling Away From thr Curb

WATCH THE TRAFFIC STREAM

Watch the Little Details in Motoring!

MAURICE F. LOVEJOY

ROBERT U. COLLINS
375 MAIN ST.

INSURANCE

Th* startling, alive, ihrill-potkod drama of todayl

TEL 77

THE RIVER OF LIFE
(For The Courier-Oazette)
There Is a stream called the River of1
Life
Which flows with Its musical chimes— I
And we think we hear as the wild waves
roar.
Voices we heard ln days of yore—
From that beautiful River of Life

with

{^RANDOLPH SCOn
^ FRANCES DRAKE

TEL. 409

PAR-

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER

370 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

HEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strai ri. exposure or similar causes.
Chi-chi's-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,

reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold
all druggists for over 43 y<
Ask for—

sprrd. Every second bears

“SUDDEN DEATH”

a potential tragedy In fast

traffic. Drive Alertly!

Often the Result of Faulty

Equipment
Three Important Units For a Safe Car

Brakes

Horn

Lights

not controlled on curves.

Keep your own side of the

Drive with the Sure Protection of Sturdy Steel
Bodies, Shatter-proof Glass, Hydraulic Brakes
and Perfect Control.

Specialized Service

road on every curve!

PRICES RIGHT
All Work Guaranteed

DODGE AND PLYMOUTH

DYER’S GARAGE, INC-

Natural Forres point In
evitably to a rrark-up If

PROTECTED!
Protect Your Family Before the Accident with

MODERN WOMEN

Charles Starrett in “Secret Patrol”
for morr road crashes than

Then set your sail for that beau
land
At the end of the River of LifeCaution take of thc breakers near
land
And steer your boat with a ski
hand—
Oulde It safe on the RU'er of Life
Dora E Moo
Lincolnville

OLD

ROAD TO DISASTER

LAST TIMES TODAY

Can k sness is responsible

Hands have waved from that shining
strsnd.
Near that wonderful River of Life
They come and go as the River flows
And pass through the shadows here be
low—
As they sail on that River of Life.

WE BUY

INSURANCE
140 TALBOT AVE. ROCKLAND TEL 1060-J

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST.

i

ROCKLAND, OPP. POST OFFICE

Know Your Car and Drive It Intelligently
At All Times!

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS
TEL 730—731

406 MAIN ST.,

INSURANCE

™*

___

TEL. 497

